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Summary 
1 
This thesis gives the results of a study of 
the influence of the size and design of nails on their 
efficiency with respaot to driving and pulling from 
various species of wood. The study waa made at the 
Forest Products Laboratory o f  the United States Forest 
Service in co ope ration wi tb the American Steel and Wire 
Company, primarily to compare two types of nails, a 
common nail With plai� head and regular point, and a 
special nail With a larger checkered head and a longer 
"diamond" point. 
The results indi�ate in a general way that 
the blunter point is the more effici ent from the 
standpoint of ease of driving and low splitting ten­
dency. The influence of the type of point on the 
wood in driving has a marked effect on their rela­
tive holding power� The regular-pointed nail 
requi res slightly greater work to pull immediately 
after driving. Subsequent soaking of the wood speci-
mens containing the nails, however, results in a 
slightly greater resistance to withdrawal of the 
diamond-pointed nails. The regular-pointed nails 
require slightly more total work to withdraw While 
the diwnond-poi.llted nails require a higher maximum 
load to start withdrawal. In general, the data indi­
oate a slight superiority of the regular-pointed 
nail. pa.rtioularly from the standpoint of splitting. 
Very little differenoe was found between 
the plain and checkered heads in amount of slippage 
of the hammer in driving, and resultant bending of 
the nails. 
This thesis covers only a small part of 
the general study of nail design. The whole problem 
of determining the design of a nail which will do 
the least damage in splitting, and have the neoeaeary 
holdi.Dg power, is one involving a great many faotora 
of extreme importance whose influence is not very 
well known. A broad study of these factors and their 
relation to different uses, covering all the impor­
tant commercial species would undoubtedly lead to 
greater economy and efficiency in various fields of 
construction, particularly the wooden container in­
dustry. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was primarily to 
determine the influenoe of the size and design of 
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nails on their efficiency with respect to driving, 
pulling, and freedom from splitting when driven into 
various species of wood. 
Labo:ratory tests were ma.de under this study 
in which nails with regular heads and points were 
compared with nails with a larger checkered head and 
a longer "diamond" point to determine the relative 
resistance of the two types to being driven into and 
pulled from various species. Some teats were nade 
to determine the relative tendency of these two types 
of nails to split a board when driven into it. Ha.nd­
driving teats were also made for the pur pose of de­
termining the relative, tendency of the plain and 
checkered nail heads to permit slippage of the ham­
mer and consequent bending of the nails. A compari­
son was also ma.de of common and barbed nails in one 
size of nail and one species only. 
A few incidental teats were ma.de on boxes 
to determine the effect of varying the size of nail 
on the type of failure. 
Description of Material 
The lumber used for the main series of 
teats consisted of both green and dry Douglas fir 
(shipment No. 729), and yellow birch and white pine 
(shipments Nos. 833 and 845). Sufficient dry mate-
rial was obtained by kiln drying a portion of eaoh 
speoiea. The material was out to  the desired length 
and arose section to aooommodate the various sizes 
of nails. Red fir (Ab1es magnifioa), and yellow 
birch taken from dry stook in the yard were used for 
the hand-driving tests. The following table shows 
the approxinate dimensions of sticks used in the 
teats to determine the work absorbed in driving and 
pulling various sizes of nails: 
Nail Size Cross Seotion of Stiok 
Inches 
4d 2 x 3 
6d 2 x 3 
8d 3 x 3 
lOd 3 x 3 
20d 3t x 6 
60d 4 x 5 
The specimens used to make the nail­
splitting tests were sawed from stock on hand at the 
laboratory. 
The nails used in the teats were the common 
brand with plain or regular head and point, and the 
common brand with checkered head and long diamond 
point (see Fig. 17) hereafter referred to as the 
regular and diamond-pointed nails, respectively. The 
two types of nails of each gauge were JJBde from the 
same bundle of wire, thus giving a uniform quality 
and gauge of wire in the two types of nails. The 
Wire from which the nails were manufactured was all 
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from the same heat (2962 Car N & SS 768) of seleoted 
standard Bessemer steel. Fig. 17 is a photogra�h of 
the two principal types of nails in the various 
gauges tested, and, in addition, an Sd barbed nail. 
Marking and .Matching 
Each stick into which nails were driven was 
given a series number, lot number, and stick number 
in the order named. The series number indicates the 
species and condition (whether green or dry); the 
lot number refers to the size of nail {4d, 6d, 8d, 
eta.), and the stick number indicates the treatment 
to which one-half of the stick was subjected after 
the nails were driven. Immediately after driving, 
the nails were pulled from one-half of each stick. 
The other half of the stick containing the remainder 
of the nails was then subjected to one of the three 
conditioning treatments indicated in the last column 
of the following schedule: 
Series No. Lot No. 
1 - (Dry Douglas fir) l - (4d) 
2 - (Green Douglas fir) 2 - (6d) 
3 - (Dry yellow birch) 3 - (Bd) 
4 - (Green yellow birch) 4 - (lOd) 
5 - (20d) 
Stick No. 
1 -(soak 1/2 
before pulling) 




(soak and dry 
1 2 before 
pulling 
6 - (Dry white pine) 
6 - (Green white pine) 6 - (40d) {not used) 
7 - (60d) 
For example, a stick of green yellow biroh 
(series 4) into which were driven 20d nails (lot 5), 
and one-half of which was subsequently soaked and 
then dried before the nails were pulled, would be 
assigned the stick number 4-5-3. 
In wder to eliminate as far as possible 
the influence of variability in material the two 
types of nails being compared were driven alternatelJ 
in tw o rows along the stick as shown in Fig. 18. The 
nails in the two rows were staggered so as to allow a 
m&Ximum distance between them. 
Desoription of Fendulum Machine • 
A machine utilizing the principle of the 
pendulum and of the type shown in Fig. 18 was used 
to determine the work in driving and pulling the 
nails. This machine was previously used for deter­
mining the toughness of plywood and was modified to 
adapt it to this study. The machine as modified 
consists of a frame built of struotural steel ohan-
nels. From the center of the two horizontal channels 
(A} is suspended a pendulum whose axis rotates on 
ball bearings. Concentric with the center of rota­
tion of the pendulum is an 8-inch pulley or drum (B), 
and to this is attached the pendulum bar which car­
ries the hammer (C) and the weight (D). The position 
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of the weight on the pendulum bar is adjustable. One 
edge of the periphery of tge drum is graduated into 
degrees of arc. The angle for any position of the 
pendulum is read from a vernier attached to the axis 
by means of a friction spring having the same radius 
as the graduated circle on the pulley. The indicator 
on the vernier soale oan be adjusted so that it points 
to zero when the pendulum hangs free in the vertical 
position. The vernier reads to the nearest 0.1 
degree. In both driving and pulling, the pendulum 
is e:cgaged by a spring release at the angle from 
which it is desired to drive or pull. When in this 
position the vernier (0), Fig. 19, is shoved baok 
against the atop (P), Fig. 19, and the angle which 
the pendulum makes with the original or vertical 
position may be read. 
The driving of the nails is acoomplished 
by means of the hammer head (O) slotted to fit the 
pendulum bar. The stiok into Which the nails are 
to be driven is placed on the carriage (F) which is 
attached to the heavy oast iron block or anvil (G) 
which serves to abs arb the shook. , The stick is held 
securely in plaoe by means of two eccentric wooden 
olamps (H) bolted to the oarriage. The position of 
the anvil is a.djustable by means of the hand wheel 
and screw (I). 
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The machine set up for pulling nails is 
shown in Fig. 19. The pulling of the nails was 
effected by means of the Wire cable (M), one end of  
which is attached to the pulley and the other end to 
a grip which fits over the head of the nail to be 
pulled. These grips vary in size according to the 
size of nail and are somewhat similar in shape to a 
clevice but much smaller. The grip is slotted to 
slip over the shank of the nail, the end of the slot 
being countersunk on the inside of the grip to give 
a seated bearing for the nail head. TWo 6/8-inch 
steel pins (N) threaded at one end, and screwed into 
the casting (0), which can be moved back and forth 
similar to the casting (G), Fig. 18, serve as a bear­
ing for the stick while the nails are being pul.led. 
When the pendulum is released in pulling, the vernier 
remains against the stop at the zero position until 
the pendulum reaches its maximum swing. When the 
pendulum reaches the end of its swing after pulling 
a nail, and starts baak,the vernier is carried back 
with the pulley by means of the friction spring 
attaching it to the a.xis. The pendulum is stopped 
from rotating and the reading of the graduated circle 
on the pulley opposite the indicator on the vernier 
is taken. This reading is the maximum angle to which 
the pendulum rises, and when the pendulum is swinging 
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free without doing work, would be equal to the angle 
from which released, providing no friction were pres­
ent. When a nail is pulled, a certain amount of work 
is done Whioh is measured by the difference of the 
versed si•ea of the two angles after allowing for 
friction. The initial angle frcm which the pendu­
lum is dropped can be varied by changing the position 
of the spring release on the large arc (E), Fig. 18. 
Method of Test 
Work in Driving Nails 
The work or energy absorbed in driving 
nails was determined by means of the pendulum ma.chine 
set up as shown in Fig. 18. 
In order to get the nails started straight 
with the first blow, nail holders, varying in length, 
height, and thickness, according to the size of nail 
being driven, and of the type shown at (J), Fig. 18, 
were used, The nails, when placed in the notches of 
the nail holder and in position for driving, are in a 
horizontal position with the nail points in contact 
with the stick into Which they are to be driven (see 
Fig. 18). l!he nail to be driven is placed in line 
with the travel of the pendulum hammer, and at such 
a height that the hammer will atrike the nail squarely 
on the head. The hammer, of course, is also adjust-
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able for height so as to hit the nail squarely. The 
nail holder and the stick into which the nails are 
being driven were held tightly against the cast iron 
anvil by the two eccentric wooden olamps (H), Fig. 
18. The anvil can be moved forward or bacicward to 
any desired position so that for each blow, or in 
the case of the larger nails, for every two or three 
blows, the nail can be placed so the hammer hits the 
head squarely. If the anvil is too far forward, 
toward the left in Fig. 18, the hammer hits the 
upper edge of the nail head,and if too far back, or 
to the right in Fig. 18, it hits the lower edge of 
the nail head. In either case, the nail is apt to 
bend before being driven to the required depth. The 
number o� nails which the holder accommodates at  one 
time, and tne spacing of nails varied according to the 
size of nail being driven. 
The different types of nails being compared 
were driven alternately in a straight row along one 
edge of the stick (see Fig. 18). The stick was then 
reversed end for end with the same face forward, and 
a second row of nails driven in the same way. The 
nails in the two rows were staggered as shown in Fig. 
18. Thus far, the nails have received but one blow. 
At this point, the nail holder was removed, and a 
short spacer of the same width as the nail holier 
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plaoed between each clamp and the stick to hold the 
stick tightly against the anvil during the remainder 
of the driving. The number of blows given at one 
setting of the anvil varied from one to three, or 
perhaps four, depending upon the penetration at eaoh 
blow. At any rate, as soon as the nail was driven 
deep enough so that the hammer no longer struck the 
nail head squarely, the anvil and oarriage were moved 
forward by means of the hand wheel (I), Fig. 18. The 
total number of blows given each nail was reoorded, 
together with other pertinent data such as weight of 
pendulum, and the angle from which pendulum hammer 
was dropped. 
With the exoeption of a few atioka of series 
l and 2, nails were driven according to two general 
plans. One of these plans provided that each nail of 
a lot be given an equal number of normal blows (ap­
proximately the number required by a carpenter to 
drive nails to the aame depth) the aotual penetration 
being determined. According to the other plan, all 
nails of a given lot were driven a definite depth by 
means of a larger number of light blows, a reoord of 
the number of blows required to drive them to this 
depth being taken. Where the two plans were followed, 
one-half the number of each type of nail were driven 
according to each plan. The difference between the 
number of blows used in the two plans is clearly 
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indicated in tables l to 6, columns 9 and 18. 
The penetration of the nails driven accord­
ing to the first plan was measured by means of a 
vernier caliper reading to 0.01 inch. This gave the 
length of nail extending above the stick, which was 
subtracted from the overall length of nail to give 
the actual penetration. The nails driven according 
to the second plan were marked at the depth to which 
it was desired to have them driven. 
All measurements of length of nail or depth 
of penetration were ma.de to include the full length 
of the nail point. In order to eliminate the effect 
of length of nail point in determining unit work values 
for both the regular and diamond-pointed nails, the 
depth of  penetration for both types was reduced to 
equivalent volumes by subtracting from the penetration 
of each, two-thirds the length of the nail point. The 
average lengths of the nail points for the various sizes 
of nails of both types are given in column 5 of tables 
l to a. 
Work in Pulling Nails 
The pulling of the nails was accomplished by 
means of the same machine with some slight changes aa 
shown in Fig. 19. '.r'he anvil and apparatus for holding 
the sticks in driving the nails was drawn back so that 
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it cleared the pendulum during the pulling of the 
nails. The stick containing the nails to be pulled 
was then placed on a table against the two ateel 
pins marked (N) in Fig. 19. The position of the 
casting holding the pins oa.n be changed to suit the 
length of cable desired. In all pulling tests the 
casting and pins were so adjusted that the oable 
became taut When the pendulum was about 15° to the 
left of the vertical position. The angle of drop 
o f the pendulum was such as to pull the nail with a 
single swing o f  the pendulum. The rise of the pendu­
lum after pulling the nail was read by means of the 
vernier which travels back with the pendulum upon 
reaching its maximum swing. The position and size 
of the weight on the pendulum bar is governed by the 
size of the nail and the species from which the nail 
is pulled. Different sizes of grips were attached to 
the end of cable for the different sizes of nails. 
Friction 
The difference in reading between the ini­
tial angle, or angle of drop of the pendulum, and the 
angle to which the pendulum rises When swinging free, 
is due to friction in the bearings. This was found 
to average about 0.6• when the drop was from a 90° 
angle. This much friction amounts to less than one­
half of l per cent in most oases. For a given stick, 
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all nails were pulled from the same angle, the fric­
tion factor being constant for both-types of nails. 
For these reasons the friction was neglected in 
computing tha work in driving and pulling. 
Static Pulling Tests 
The static pulling tests were those ma.de 
on a 10,000-pound capacity Tinius Olsen universal 
testing machine to determine the maximum load of 
withdrawal. 
Hand-driving Tests 
Hand-driving tests were made in which two 
carpenters ea.oh drove one thousand lOd nails of the 
regular-head and common-point type, and a similar 
number of the checkered-head and diamond-point type 
of the same size. These were driven in groups of 
200 and 300, alternating between the regular-head 
and point, and the checkered-head and diamond-point. 
Each carpenter started with a different quantity and 
type o f  nail so that they could keep no check on 
each other as to the speed of driving. This was to 
eliminate any tendency to race. The carpenters 
stood at an ordinary work bench and drove the nails 
into 3-inch planks of red fir (Abies ma.gnifica). 
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Vibration Tests 
Vibration tests were made on style 2 boxes 
built with 2-pieoe sides, tops, and bottoms of 3/8-
inch western yellow pine and 13/16-inch ends and 
cleats. These boxes were nailed with six nails to a 
nailing edge, the sizes being 6d, 8d, and lOd nails 
ground to the same length, and pointed. The boxes 
were tested on a vibration machine (see Fig. 23) 
consisting of a platform which was subjected to a 
horizontal throw of 13/16-inch at the rate of 200 
vibrations per minute. During the tests a weight 
of 650 pounds was placed on top of the box. The 
boxes were held from sliding endwise on the platform 
during the test by means of angle irons attached to 
the table. 
Splitting Tests 
The relative splitting tendency of the 
regular and diamond-pointed nails when driven into 
small blocks 3/4 by 2 inches in cross section, and 
of varying lengths, was determined as follows: Dry 
Douglas fir and yellow birch was used, and the nail 
sizes were 3d, 4d, 6d, 8d, lOd, and 20d for the 
Douglas fir and 4d, 6d, Sd, and lOd for the birch. 
The nails were driven through the center of the 
blook and if the block did not split a block 1/4 inoh 
shorter was used. This process was repeated until 
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a length of block was obtained which was split by the 
nail. The test for this length of block was then 
repeated as a check. All blocks for one size nail 
were taken from the same board. 
Computations 
The total work in driving the nails was 
c cmputed by means of the formula W • flL. e Where W ia 
the total work, w the weight of the pendulum, L the 
distanoe of center of graVity of pendulum and weight 
below axis, and e the versed sine of the angle of 
drop W is then the work per • depth of penetration 
inoh penetration. 
The total work in pulling the nails was 
computed by means of the formula W • wL (e1 - 92) 
Where e1 is the versed sine of the angle of drop 
and e2 the versed sine of the angle of rise or final 
angle. The unit work was obtained by dividing this 
result by the depth of penetration. 
Ezplanation of Tables, Charts, and Photographs 
In tables l to 6 are given the results of 
teats to determine work in driving regular and 
diamond-pointed nails into green and dry Douglas fir, 
yellow birch, and white pine. Most of the columns 
are •elf explanatory but some will bear a few words 
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of explanation. The average depth driven aa given in 
c olumns 14 and 23 as explained in footnote 2, includes 
only one-third the length of point. These are the 
values used in determining the unit work values given 
in columns 15 and 24. The data in columns 16 and 25 
are obtained by dividing the unit work value for the 
diamond-pointed nails by the unit work value for the 
regular-pointed nails, and expressing them as per­
centages. 
In tables la to 6a, are given the results 
of tests to determine the work in pulling regular 
and diamond-pointed nails from green and dry Douglas 
fir, yellow birch, and white pine. Column 9 gives 
the difference in versed sines of the initial and 
final angles, which, when multiplied by the distance 
of center of gravity below axis in column 6, gives 
the vertical drop in inches of the pendulum if the 
weight is considered as concentrated at its center 
of gravity. The length of nail withdrawn, given in 
column 10, is the depth of penetration including one­
third the length of the nail point. The values in 
oolumn 12 are the ratios of the average work values 
for the diamond-pointed nails to the average work 
•&J.ues for the regular-pointed nails expressed in 
P•roentagea. The values in column 16 are similar 
rat101 based on the maximwn load in static with-
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drawal. The values given in column 13 are ratios of 
the work values after conditioning to the work values 
before conditioning also expressed in percentages. 
Column 17 gives similar ratios based on maximum load 
in statia withdrawal. 
The first two unit work values given in 
column 11 of tables la to 6a, inclusive, for each 
stick number are for the pendulum withdrawal of the 
regular and diamond-pointed nails, respectively, 
immediately after driving. The ratio of the work 
in pulling the diamond to the work in pulling the 
regular-pointed nails, immediately after driving, 
expressed in percentages, is given as the first 
value for each stick number in column 12 of these 
same tables. The last two values in column 11, and 
the last  one in column 12 for each stick of the same 
tables, apply in a similar way to the nails pulled 
after being subjected to one of the three condition­
ing treatments mentioned on page 5. 
The data given in columns 14 to 17 under 
•atatio withdrawal" refer to the nails pulled on a 
�iniua Olsen universal testing machine of 10,000 
pounds oapaoity. 
The foregoing remarks on tables l to 6 and 
la to 6a also apply to tables 7 and 7a, respectively, 
except that barbed nails instead of the diamond-
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pointed nails are compared with the regular-pointed 
nails. Only 8d nails of these two types were compared. 
The points and heads were the same, the only difference 
being the smooth shank in one, and the barbed shank in 
the other. 
Table 8 gives the results ox a speoial ser­
ies of tests to determine the relative penetrations 
of the regular and diamond-pointed nails after each 
of a number of successive blows. The work values 
given in column 23 a.re baaed on the penetration after 
the la.at blow of the hammer. The work in pulling 
these nails from the final depth driven is given in 
column 35. 
Figs. l to 13 show graphioally the relative 
work in driving and pulling regular and diamond-
pointed nails from both green and dry Douglas fir, 
yellow birch, and White pine. 
Fig. 14 gives graphically the results of a 
speoial aeries of tests on 8d nails driven into green 
yellow birch. The data represented by this chart a.re 
supplementary to data. represented in Fig. 8, and a.re 
given in tables 4 and 4a.. 
Fig. 15 shows gra.phioa.lly the relative work 
in driving and pulling 8d regular and barbed nails. 
The species into which the nails were driven was dry 
White pine. This chart is based on data given in 
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tables 7 and 7a. 
Fig. 16 shows graphically the relative pen­
etration for 8d regu.lar and diamond-pointed nails 
after each suocessive blow of  the pendulum hammer. 
The left-hand column gives the per cent penetration 
after each.blow for both regular and diamond-pointed 
nails for three sticks. The right-hand column com­
pares the two types of nails on a peroentage basis 
for each blow. It also compares the two types on a 
basis of total work in driving and total work in 





Fig. 17 shows the types and sizes of nails 
Fig. 18 is 
arranged for 
Fig. 19 is 
arranged for 
a photograph of 
driving nails. 




Figs. 20 and 21 are top and bottom views of 
red fir planks driven full of lOd nails by carpenters 
Nos. 1 and 2, respectively. The groups of nails 
numbered ( l} are those with regular heads and points 
and those numbered (2) are those with checkered heads 
and diamond points. 
Fig. 22 shows dry yellow birch planks 
driven full of 8d nails by carpenter No. 2. The 
groups Nos. 1 and 2 have the same significance as in 
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Figs. 20 and 21. 
Fig. 23 is a photograph of the vibration 
machine arranged with a box loaded for teat. The 
box as tested is empty. 
Analysis of Results 
Work in Driving Regular and Diamond-pointed Nails 
An examination of tables l to 6, 8, and 
Figs. 1 to 14, shows quite consistently that the 
nails with the regular points offer slightly less 
resistance to driving with the pendulum hammer. 
This is true both when driven with a relatively 
small number of blows and also when given a rela­
tively large number of lighter blows. At first 
thought, this would seem contrary to sound reason­
ing, the natural conclusion being that the diamond­
pointed nail with its sharper point would penetrate 
wood more easily than the regular-pointed nail with 
its relatively short blunt point.However, experience 
and a few laboratory tests, have demonstrated that 
a blunt nail will give less trouble fran splitting 
than a sharp pointed nail, due to the cutting and 
breaking of the fibers. This aooounts, partially at 
least, for the greater ease of driving the regular-
pointed nail. The diamond-pointed nail aots more as 
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a wedge than the blunter regular-pointed nail, and 
tends to split the fibers apart, thus rupturing fewer 
of the fibers. 
The form of point which will penetrate with 
the greatest ease has not been determined. It is 
probable, however, that this is a variable depending 
upon the species and condition of timber into which 
the nail is driven. 
Very little difference between the relative 
ease of driving the regular and diamond-pointed types 
of nails was found by reason of using a small number 
of heavy blows, or a relatively large number of light 
blows. The work per inch of penetration in driving 
wi th a large number of light blows is considerably 
greater than when driving to the same depth with a 
small number of heavier blows. This is shown by an 
examination of the values in columns 15 and 24 of 
tables 1 to 7. This difference, however, is what 
would naturally be expected when we consider the 
spring, or giving of the wood and nail which absorbs 
a certain amount of energy for each blow. The energy 
absorbed is practically the same for a light and a 
heavy blow. It is, therefore, evident that the total 
energy absorbed should be much greater for the light 
blows. In fact, the blows could easily be so light 
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as to cause no penetration Whatever. This would be 
especially true of a large nail driven into a dense 
species. The work values given as a result of the 
driving tests are not absolute, but relative, and 
afford a good means of comparison between the types 
of nails studied. 
It is interesting to note that the differ­
ence in resistance to driving the regular and d iamond­
pointed nails is less for birch than for Douglas fir 
and white pine. This is true of both green and 
seasoned material and also holds for the two methods 
of driving. 
Work in Pulling Regular and Diamond-pointed Naila 
A comparison of the work in pulling the 
regular and diamond-pointed nails shows that the 
regular-pointed nails require more work in pulling 
from green and dry Douglas fir and yellow birch 
immediately after driving. The difference, however, 
is quite small, an average of percentages in column 
12 for all sizes of nails showing 1. 7, 0.7, 1.2, and 
8. 1 per cent greater work, respectively, for the reg­
ular-pointed nails when pulled from dry and green 
Douglas fir and dry and green yellow birch. On the 
same basis, the diamond-pointed nails showed 4. 9 and 
3. 2 per cent greater work in pulling, respectively, 
from dry and green white pine. 
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The work in pulling after soaking the stick& 
until of constant weight showed somewhat higher values 
for the diamond-pointed nails when driven into both 
green and dry rmterial of  all three species. This 
will be evident fran an examination of tables la to 
6a, and Figs. 1 to 14. If only the sticks which were 
soaked (stick numbers ending with 1) are considered, 
an average of all nail sizes shows the diamond points 
to surpass the regular points by 4.6, 2.9, and 5.4 per 
cent, respectively, when driven into Douglas fir, 
yellow birch, and white pine in a dry condition. When 
driven into green material o f  the same species, the 
diamond-pointed nails surpassed the regular-pointed 
nails by 3.7, 0.7, and 9.7 per cent, respeotively, for 
Douglas fir, yellow birch, and white pine. 
The soaking treatment seems to have had the 
effeot of  reversing the relative work in pulling the 
two types of nails from Douglas fir and yellow birch, 
and to have emphasized the greater work in pulling the 
diamond-pointed nails from white pine. 
All sticks whose numbers end With 2 were 
allowed to air season before the nails were pulled. 
These showed the regular-pointed nails to require 
slightly greater work in pulling when driven into 
green Douglas fir and both dry and green yellow birch 
and pulled after air seasoning. The average per-
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centages greater than the diamond points, considering 
all sizes of nails, waa 6.2, 6.0, and 10.5 per cent, 
respectively. The diamond-pointed nails showed 3.7, 
0.2, and 4.9 per cent more work in pulling, respec­
tively, from dry Douglas fir, and dry and green white 
pine subjected to the same treatment. 
The sticks whose numbers end with 3 were 
soaked and then dried subsequent to driving the nails 
and before pulling them. These showed an average for 
all sizes of nails of 10.5, 0. 6, and 5.7 per cent more 
work required for the diamond than for the regular­
pointed nails, when pulled from Douglas fir and white 
pine which were dry when nails were driven, and white 
pine which was green when nails were driven, respec­
tively. The averages for Douglas fir in the green 
condition, and birch in both the dry and green con­
dition when nails were driven, were 6.8, 1.5, and 7.7 
per cent, respectively, in favor of the regular­
pointed nails. 
In general, the teat data show a tendency 
for the diamond-pointed nails to surpass the regular­
pointed nails in work required to withdraw when With­
dra.wal is from a stick which has been a oaked subse­
quent to driving of the nails. A subsequent drying 
of the wood results in slightly greater work of with­
drawal for the regular-pointed nails. 
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It will be noted from an examination of the 
percentages in columns 13 of tables la to 6a that all 
three treatments result in a considerable reduction 
in work of withdrawal. The soaking, and soaking and 
subsequent drying treatments give the greatest de­
crease while the air-seasoning treatment gives the 
least reduction in holding force. This applies to 
both the regular and diamond-pointed nails. · 
static PulliPa 
The nails pulled on a universal testing 
machine immediately after driving showed the diamond­
pointed nails to require a greater maximum load to 
start tban the regular-pointed nails. This was true 
for all three s_p9cies in both the green and dry con­
dition. The difference in holding power between the 
regular and diamond-pointed nails was least when 
pulled from green wood, the difference for green 
birch and white pine being only 1.7 and 6.4 per cent, 
respectively, in favor of the diamond point. The 
maximum difference occurred in dry Douglas fir in 
which case the average maximum load required to pull 
the diamond-pointed nails exceeded that for pulling 
the regular-pointed nails by 29.6 per cent. 
The values obtained by the static pulling 
test, of course, are only the maximum loads required 
to start the nail, whereas the values obtained in the 
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pendulum pulling test are total work in pulling the 
nails. A comparison of values obtained by these two 
methods of pulling indicate that the diamond-pointed 
nails required the greater load to start them from 
all three species considered for both green and dry 
material, while the regular-pointed nails excelled in 
average foroe required to pull them from green and 
dry Douglas fir and yellow birch. The diamond-pointed 
nails, however, required the greater amount of work to 
pull from dry and green white pine. 
When the aticks were subjected to soaking 
subsequent to driving, a greater maximum load was 
required to start the diamond-pointed nails from 
green and dry material of all three species Ullder 
consideration, which was also true for pendulum 
pulling from sticks subjeoted to the same treatment 
( see Fig&J. l to 14, and tables la to 6a). The air 
seasoning treatment subsequent to driving the nails, 
resulted in the diamond-pointed nails exceeding the 
regular-pointed nails in maximum load of withdrawal 
for nails driven into dry Douglas fir, and dry and 
green white pine. The regular-pointed nails, however, 
exceeded the diamond-pointed nails in maximum load of 
withdrawal after being driven into green Douglas fir 
and green and dry yellow birch. It will be noted 
that similar results were obtained in pendulum pull-
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1ng for this treatment. The differenoe between the 
two t �es of nails in pulling from yellow birch after 
air seasoning is so small as to indicate very little 
di fference between the two types of nails for this 
species. It should also be noted that only one stick 
is represented in the case o f  the green and dry 
Douglas fir. 
Soaking and subsequent air seasoning re­
sulted in a somewhat greater maximum load of with­
drawal for the diamond-pointed nails when driven into 
dry and green Douglas fir and white pine, and dry yel­
low birch. The regular-pointed nails required a 
slightly higher maximum l oad to Withdraw fr CBn the 
green yellow birch for the same treatment. 
The percentages in column 17 of tables la 
to 6a show a decided decrease in maximum load of 
withdrawal in most oases for all three conditioning 
treatments. This is true of both types of  nails. 
The deorease, however, is not as great as in the pen-
dulu.m pulling tests. 
Relation Between Force Required to Pull, and 
Diameter or Bail 
The maximum force required to start the 
withdrawal of a nail (static pulling) seems to vary 
approximately with the depth of penetration. If we 
assume this relation to be true then the foroe re-
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quired to withdraw a nail would be represented by the 
quotient obtained by dividing the total work of with­
drawal ( W) by the square of the length of penetration 
(L2). A plot of these valuea against diameter of 
nail for all three species and both conditions at 
w time of driving shows a tendency for the force (
L2
) 
in pulling on the pendulum machine immediately after 
driving, to increase approximately in a direct ratio 
with increase in diameter of nail from 4d to 20d size, 
for both the regular and diamond-pointed t ypes .  
However, there is a diameter of nail beyond 
which no increase in resistance to withdrawal is ob-
tained. In these tests the 60d nails gave but little 
greater resistance to withdrawal than the 20d nails 
driven to the same depth. The diameter at whioh no 
increase in holding power would be expected is prob­
ably very dependent upon the i11dividual spec ies, con­
dition, size of piece, etc., into which nails are 
driven. 
Comparison of Barbed and Common Nails 
A. comparison of 8d common nails with regu­
lar head and point and smooth shanks, and 8d barbed 
nails with regular head and point driven into dry 
White pine is given in Fig. 16 and tables 7 and 7a. 
Thia; comparison indi oa tes that the barbed nails re­
quire on the average about 7 per cent less work in 
driving than the common nails when given four blows. 
When the nails were driven with a relatively large 
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number of blows (varying from ll to 16) to an equal 30 
depth, the barbed nails more nearly required the same 
amount of work to drive as the common nails, being 
only 2 per cent less. 
In pulling on the pendulum machine immedi­
ately after driving practically no difference was 
found between the barbed nails and the regular­
pointed nails with smooth shanks. When subjected to 
the three treatments (see page 5) before pulling, the 
barbed nails required 39 per cent more work to pull 
after the stick from which they were to be pulled 
had soaked 84 days ; about 5 per cent leas work to 
pull when the stick was allowed to air season 313 
days before pulling, and when the stick was soaked 
and dried before pulling nails , the barbed nails re­
quired 38 per cent more work to pull than the comm.on 
nail. 
The maximum load required to pull on a 
universal testing machine, innnediately after driving 
was about 6 per cent less for the barbed than for 
the connnon nail. The barbed nail required 11 per 
cent greater load to start after soaking, 14 per cent 
less load to start after air conditioning, and 90 per 
cent more load to start after soaking and drying the 
stick than the common nail. It will be noted that 
the barbed nails exael in holding power when the 
stick has been soaked subsequent to driving. 
The tests indicate that the barbed nails 
may be an advantage under some conditions, while 
under other co.nditions they may be a disadvantage. 
The tests, however, were too limited in number to 
draw any definite conclusions. 
Hand Driving Tests 
One of the arguments  advanced by the manu­
facturers favoring nails with checkered heads is that 
there is less tendency for the hammer to slip in driv­
ing than in the case of the common head, thus reduc­
ing the waste due to bending, aa well as being less 
fatiguing to the carpen ter.  Another advantage of the 
checkered head is that  it can be centered more easily 
in manufacture, resulting in a more uniform head. 
In order to obtain some data on the rela­
tive efficiency of the plain and checkered heads in 
preventing slippage of the hammer and bending of the 
nails, as well as information on the relative ease of 
driving, a series of hand driving tests  was made 
whioh is described und er method of tests. 
The tests did not bring out any difference 
in the nw;nber of nails bent due to slipping of the 
hammer. Carpenter No. 1 bent only two checkered and 
three plain headed nails, while carpenter No. 2 bent 
three checkered and one plain headed nail. It was 
observed in the oase of the nails whioh were bent 
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that this was due more to the carpenters not gauging 
their blows properly and hitting the edge of the head, 
rather than to any difference in tendency of the ham­
mer to slip from either type of nail head . Carpenter 
No. l . waa of the opinion that hi$ hammer slipped less 
from the checkered heads and that these nails (diamond 
points } drove easier. Carpenter No. 2 could notice no 
difference in either the slippage or relative ease of 
driving of the two types. 
Summing up the time required to drive the 
two types of nails : Carpenter No. l took 93 minutes 
of total time to drive the regular type and 102 min­
utes to drive the checkered head and diamond-pointed 
nails. Carpenter No. 2 took 107 minutes to  drive the 
c CIIIIIlon brand and 108 minutes to drive the other type. 
The difference in time required to drive the two 
kinda of nails is very alight and if  any difference 
can be said to exist in the relative ease of driving 
or amount of slippage it slightly favors the regular 
type. 
The planks into which these nails were 
driven were slightly under 3 inches in thickness so 
th.at the points of the nails came through on the 
other side. A rather interesting point brought out 
by this fact was the greater slivering of the planks 
on the bottom where the regular points protruded. In 
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general ,  the diamond points pieroed without tearing 
off slivers on the bottom as badly as did the regular 
point. This is shown in Figs. 20 and 21, whioh are 
photographs of both sides o f  the planks into which 
the nails were driven by carpenters l and 2, respec­
tively. 
Subsequent to  the above tests carpenter No . 
2 drove six hundred 8d nails of each o f  the two typea 
into dry birch in alternating groups of 200 and 300, 
time being taken as before. In this oase, six regular 
and eight diamond-pointed nails were bent. It took 62 
minutes to drive the regular and 70 minutes total time 
to drive the diamond points (see Fig. 22). 
Vibration Tea ts 
The vibration tests were made in an attempt 
to determine the effect of change of diameter of nails 
used on the type of failure. It was desired to know 
if there is a definite diameter of nail at  which fail­
ure due to vibration changes from a breaking off to a 
working out of the nails. 
In general, i t  was observed that the larger 
diameter nails withstood the greatest number of vibra­
tions, and are more apt to work out than break off. 
The greatest number of failures due to nails breaking 
off were obtained with the smaller nails. 
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From the nature of this test the ma.in stress 
1s exerted on the nails in the side pieoes when the 
box is placed with its top up. Each piece was nailed 
with three nails. It  was observed that the center one 
of these three nails always acted as a pivot , the 
bending stress being applied to the o ther two nails. 
The failure of the nail by breaking off was in all 
cases observed to take plaoe in nails which were 
driven into the aide grain of the end cleats. The 
other type of failure was by the nail working out ,  
which was the typical failure of nails which were 
driYen into the end grain of the ends, the lateral 
resistance being less than when driven into side 
grain . 
Another interesting point was brought out 
in this connection by varying the number and size of 
nails in the nailing edge of a box. Approximately 
the same resis tance to vibration and rough handling 
(indicated by drum test)1 was shown when either 
1The drum test is made in a six-sided drum about 14 
feet in diameter which revolves at a very slow rate. 
Upon these six faces , hazards and guides are arranged 
in such a manner that, as the drum revolves , the box 
or crate skids and falls, striking on ends, sides, 
top, bottom, edges , and oorners in such ways that the 
stresses , shooks, and rough handling of actual trans­
portation conditions are simulated. For this method 
of testing the box or orate must be loaded wi th its 
oontents or a substitute which produces the same 
effect. 
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eight 6d, or six 8d nails were used. 
The tests were few in number, ana the re­
sults very erratic ; consequently, no definite c on­
clusions could be drawn as to the existence of such 
a relation. There is a considerable field open to 
investigation of a proper method of testing con­
tainers so as to determine the proper relation be­
tween length, diameter , type of point, and type of 
head of nails for box and orate construction. 
Splitting Testa 
The teats to determine the relative split­
ting tendency of the two types of points showed very 
consistently that the diamond-pointed nail splits 
the longest block, the difference in length split 
averaging about 15 per cent for the 4d, 6d, 8d, and 
lOd nails when birch was used, and about 20 per cent 
for the 3d, 6d, Sd, and lOd nails when Douglas fir 
was used. 
The 20d nails driven into Douglas fir 
showed that the diamond-pointed nails split a block 
twice as long as did the regular-pointed nail. 
Conclusions 
The data indicate a small but consistent 
difference in ease of driving the regular and diamond­
pointed nails which favors the regular or common 
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point. This difference exists both when the nails 
are driven with a normal number of relatively heavy 
blows and also when driven with a large number of 
light blows to a given depth. 
The work in driving with a large number 
of light blows is c onsiderably greater than driving 
with a normal number of heavy blows for the same 
depth of penetration. 
The pulling tests by means of the pendu­
lum machine indicate that the regular-pointed nails 
require more work in pulling, immediately after 
driving, from the denser species suoh as Douglas 
fir and yellow birch, while the diamond pointed nails 
pull harQer from the low density species such as 
white pine. 
The work in pulling fr an sticks which had 
been soaked subsequent to driving was found to be 
greater for the diamond-pointed nails for all three 
species tested, in both the green and dry condition. 
Sticks which were air seasoned, or soaked 
and air seasoned subsequent to driving the nails, 
tend to increase the work in pulling the regular­
pointed nails over that of the diamond-pointed nails. 
In tests to determine the maximum load of 
withdrawal on a static machine, the d iamond-pointed 
nails surpassed the regula:r-pointed nails by an 
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regular and diamond-pointed types. However, there 
18 a diameter of nail beyond which no inorease in 
resistance to withdrawal is obtained. In these 
tests the 60d nails gave but little greater resistance 
to withdrawal than the 20d nails driven to the same 
depth. The diameter at which no increase in holding 
power would be expected is probably very dependent 
upon the individual species, condition, size of 
pieces, etc., into which nails are driven. 
The comparison of 8d barbed and 8d common 
nails with the a ame type of point driven into dry 
white pine indicates on the average slightly less 
work to drive the barbed nails when driven with a 
normal number of blows and also when driven With a 
large number of light blows. Practically no differ­
ence in work of pulling was found when pulled immed­
iately after driving. The soaking treatment and 
soaking and subsequent air seasoning treatment indi­
cate considerably more work in pulling the barbed 
nails, while the air seasoning treatment indicated 
slightly less work in pulling the barbed nails than 
the common type. The tests are too limited, however, 
to draw any definite c onclusions. 
The hand-driving tests brought out no appre-
ciable difference in the slippage of the hammer from 
the heads or in tendency to bend of the common type 
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efficiency in various fields of construction, par­
ticularly in the wooden container industry. A study 
to determine the best design for roofing and shingle 
nails would be of extreme value at the present time. 
studies of nail coatings efficiency of nailed joints, 
relation of diameter to length of nail, effect of 
size and thickness of nail head and its relation to 
diameter and length of shank, and a minute study of 
the action of the wood fibers of various species on 
the nail in driving anu pulling are only a few of the 
outstanding problems upon which definite information 
is lacking at the present time. This type of informa­
tion is probably most acutely needed by the wooden 
container industry but would be of value to all users 
of nails. 
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.1340 .59.75 8.o ... 
. 1340 38.75 8.o• 
.1340 39.1, a.o• 
· 134<l 38.75 8.04 
.1340 35.75 e.o, 





















eo.o .;-ooo �·75' e.04. 
60.0 , sooo ,a.1, a.o• 
60.0 .5000 ,s.75 0.0• 
60.0 .;ooo 35.75 0.04 
60.o .5'ooe 55.75 a.o• 
60.0 .;ooo ,a.75 a.04 
60.0 .;ooo 38·75 a.o• 
oo.o . 5000 ,s.75 0.04 
60.0 .5000 38·75 a.a• 
60.o ,;ooo ,a.15 e.04 
40.0 .2340 66.lQ 17.07 
40.0 .2340 66.10 17.07 
40.0 .2340 u.10 17.07 
40.o .2340 66 • ..1.0 17,c7 
4<l , O  
40.0 






























































1.79 2n.o 100.5 
1.8• 254.0 
1.7e 262.7 103. 5  
2.22 351.1 -
2.25 3'-6.l 98.6 
2.ie 357·5 
2.,.e 357.4 100.0 
2.17 359.2 































. - - ��� 




the nuabe:r required by • cal'p•nter to drin nail•
�
o he .... d•pth. 
2rhe penetration ot the· natl ;oint 11 balled on the penetration of NI eq_ui..alent •ollme th• 1.-etn or \he llbaak, 
tak•n u one-third the lenlth of point . The peria,tl'&Uon h then th• onrall length o ......_ mnu• two
--t.bJ.rd1 
the lenctb of the •11 poi�. 
"rhe tU•t dit1U ot the •tioll: l'lu.•ber 1• the Hl'iH nu.mber and reteu to the ap•o1H, the oeoond dilit 1• the lot. 
number ·•nd r•r.re to the naU el••, and the thiJ'd diCtt ie th• •tiOII: nuber and reteu to the t reat-
nt to wbiOh 
one•hm.lt ot thti ·etUk ne •ubJeot•d before nail• were pulled. 
<>n.-halt ot etiCll:e wboH n .... bere end wJ.th 
(l l •oall:ed "Witore JlUllin,i:, 












""·• .23•0 ,s.75 8.02 




































103 , 1  
110.e 
112 .. 0 
lQl,4 
U.S. l'IPAM'_.., OJ'. AORICULTUU 
roe::'OJ>Z::'�RA'l'ORY !J. f )('. 
�!:�.�����. ,�,;S� 
1 1  g 1i C> tv\ <,)  •Qll.ked. then air •aa.•oned 'bsfore pullin1, The t.reat•ente ••re eiailar tor bOt.h green and &1r•dr1 •terial, 
' 













Jtind ! 11H 
table ) ..... a .. ult• or tHh to dete.rail'JII work in drhing regular and dt..mond•Jtointed n.aih into dry biroh 
6__ _ ___ _1____ ___ ___§-------9 10 11 12 13 u 15 lti ___l1__ _� _1_§ _ _____!2___ 20 .=a 2_2 _ � 24 �s lpeoltio : Jloieture : Wail• d'.I'he"ft--..U nu.mberO! bIOW6 - -.,;;- ;piftEllwa haiiaer.L : 1'a.1b dr1Ytn l&rg• number of light blow• - pendulWll haaner 
• : 1raTity • oonteftt • ···----------------------------- --- --- ----- -- -------- ..................................... : ................................................................................................... ----------------- ------
ATeraa• :AYerage : ot •tlok : ot •tiok : : : Dl'op sngh : :Dhtance: : 'fork : : : Drop an&le : :Dhtanoe: York 
OTerall : lensth : baHd on : •h•n : !fo. ot : "O• : ..................... ...... : : oentu :.A.Yerase: --------·------··-·: "to. : 'llfo o  : ---------------: Weight : oenter : : --------·-·--------· 
len&th : of : oYen-dry : nail• : : : : : Wei&ht : or : : Per : : : : : : : or : l>eJrt.b : Per : 
or : or ot : nail !weight and: were : naib : or :Degue•:Ver•ed: : 1raYity: depth : inch : llaUo : o/ ! or :Degnee:Vor•ed: : of : 1ra•lty: : inch : Rat.ii:, 
nail• : point : Tol\191 : dr1Ttn : : : . : 8lne : ot : below : : pene• : D/8 : : dne : : below :dri·,.n2: 11en•- : D/ll 



















lnchee lnohes Per oent Lb•• Inches Inohe• In. ·lbe• Per cent Lb•• lnohss InOhes lno•l'b:,. Per cent 
44 1 , 52 ,14 
1,5, ,22 
4d 1,51 ,14 
1,5, ,22 
44 1,52 ,14 
1,52 ,22 
84 2,54 ,17 
2,5, ,27 
8d 2,53 ,17 
2,52 .27 
8d 2.52 ,17 
2,52 .27 
204 4,04 ,24 
4.04 ,37 
204 4,o-< ,24 
4,04 ·31 
20d 4,07 ,24 
4,05 .37 
oo4 6,0< . 32 
6 ,o8 . 52 
•o• ::� ·'2 .52 





































30.0 ,1340 38,75 8,04 ,57 14(;. 5' 
30.0 . 13•0 38,75 8.04 , 53 157,5 
3<),0 .1,40 38,75 8.04 =� 157,4 3<),0 ,l,j40 38,75 8,04 174,0 
30.0 :n: 38.75 8,04 ,54 154,5 30.0 38,75 8,04 ,51 163,7 
40,0 ,2340 38,75 8,04 1.05 416,4 
40,0 ,2340 38,75 8,04 1,02 426.6 
40,0 :��: 38,75 s.o• 1.05 416,5 40,0 38,75 8,04 1,02- 428.6 
40,0 .2340 38,75 8,04 1.12 390,4 
40,0 ,2340 38,75 8,04 1,07 408,7 
40,0 =�� "·l• 17.07 1,95 948,0 40,0 H,10 17.07 2.05 - 901,1 
40,0 ,2340 H.10 17,07 2•os 9<a,o .... ,2340 H . lQ 17 .07 2.0, 910 .0 
40,0 ,2340 66 , 10 17.07 
tu 
903.3 
40,0 . 2340 615 . 10  17.07 984,0 
50.0 .3572 66 , 10 17.07 2 . 1, mtg 50.0 .3572 615,10 17.07 2,05 
50 . 0  .3572 66,10 17,07 1,73 1132,0 
50.0 . ,,72 66.10 17.07 1.60 1111,0 





50,0 .3n2 61!!.10 17.07 2.0, S,O 
1The number ot blowe .... appros:t-.tely th• nuaber :requir'ed by a oarpent er t o  drin n&ile t o  tb• .... depth, 
2-rhe penet ration ot the nail ioint h baHd on the penetration or an .ct\liTalent Yolu.u the di-et.er of th.9 ahanlr., 








101 , 0  




,,.he fir� diait ot the etiok nuaber 1e the eerhe "uber and re/ere to tl:ae epeoiH, tb.e eeoond d111t te the lot ,u ... ber and retere to the nail else. an« the third d11tt h the et1ot nu•bu and ntere to the t.reat•nt to •hi.oh one-halt ot the etiok ... eu'bJeoted before nan, •ere p.11194. 
Dne-laal:t' Ot. at iot, whoH nu'bere end with 


















































.0603 38. 75 
,0603 38,75 











,2340 ,e .75 .. ,.. ,e.75 
. 2,40 38 . 75 
. 2340 38 .75 
,2340 38 . 75 
.2340 ,a . 75 
:m� 38 . 75 38 . 75 
. 3572 38 . 75 
.3572 38,75 
8,04 :3; 206, 5  8,04 221.0 101.0 
8.04 :l� 247.6 8,04 265'.o 107 . 1  
8,04 :3; 227.0 8,04 221.0 97,4 
8,04 1.,9 621.2 




8,04 1.32 3.1 101.0 
a.o, 1,39 ��:g 8.04 1.32 105.2 
8,0f 2.34 19515,0 
8,02 2,,5 1745.0 89,, 
a.oil .. ,. 1678 ,0 
8 ,02 2.25 174.S,O 104,0 
8 ,02 2,34 2359,0 
8,02 2.25 23�•,o 98 ,8 
8,02 2,29 f�:g 8,02 2 . 15 142.0 
8 , 02 2.29 ,S.,1,0 
8,02 2,15 ,iaa, •• 110 . 5  
8 , 02 2 .29 mtg a .. 02 2.15 125.8 
-- ·-
u.a. DZPARl'D'lft' ,,. .A.ORICULTUD 
-��ATOUA,EH =:=r :���� ,�;,;. .. 
( 2 )  air eeaeone4 before pU:llin.i• 








!f!:fey mat erial. 
Tabl• 4•••Reeultl" of t eet 1.1 to det �ruJ.no work in driv1ng regular a.nd. dia.mO.nd-,o!nted na! l e  into green birch 
--�·---. ...  � ... ..i.-y -4 ... -.-: .. .. .i .. ....... : 
.. °li'"i:·1 .. r1C
"" :· 'Ko1{tur-.-:-§.._ .. - ---· l
a1
T,i ·£!},Oft·i!i,_1.)-�be1i ·or�owa -:�}}d\iiii111�'erT -


















: : : : 1raYity : OOfltent 
: :AYerace : Aurage : or •tiok : or aUok 
Eind liH : oYerall : leflcth : b&Hd on : when iro. ct •o, 
: Drop an,ile : :I>i•tanoe : York 











































:length : or : ouri•dry : naib 
: or : nail : weigbt and: were nail• 
: nail• t point : 1'01- : dri Ten 
: : : or : Per 
of :Degr•H:V-Jnt'd: or : a:ra.YitY de1,1th : inch 
: : at 1.Ht dril'en : blow• 
: •in• 
;pendul�; :::• dr1un2 !tr!:�:; 
Rati o  
l>/ll 





1 . 51 
1,52 






























































































,o.o . 1340 ,a.75 8.04 
30.0 · 1340 38,75 8.04 
30.0 , 1340 38.15 8,o• 
30,0 , 1340 38.75 8,04 
30.0 , 1340 ,S,75 8,04 
30,0 . 1340 38,75 8,04 
40.o .23•0 38.75 
40.0 .2340 38.75 
4o,o ,2340 38,1, 
40,0 ,2340 38,75 
40.u .23•0 jij.'/� 






































40,0 ,2340 H, 10 17.07 
40,0 .2-340 6 6 , 10 17.07 
40,0 .2340 66.10 . 17,07 
-10.0 .2340 66.10 17,rJ7 
50.0 •3572 66 , 10 17.07 
50,0 •3572 CL,liJ 17,07 
50 .o •3572 6f.,10 17.07 
50.0 ·�572 f.6,10 17.07 
50.c .3572 6c.10 17.07 









































































2tha p•nat rat ion ;t t!l.e nail point h N.aed on the pen•tration of an "<tuiYalent Yolu,u th• di .. eter of th• a.bank, 
t&k•n ae one•tbird th• length of }'oint . 1'#• }'en;;itrat1on i• then the o'y·erall length of
.a. 
..... 111inue }•o·tJU rds 
the 1 ... 1th of tho sou ,01nt, -.... /"CnC f'r4f'ion 
3'rhe tirat dilit or the etiok nulllber h the urie:i nurnh1�r ,�nd. nt"n t o  the epec1ee . the eeaoniS digit ie 
.
th• lot 
nuaber and l'ef'ere t o  the nail Bize ,and the third di1it h tbe •tick nu.mber and refer. t.o the treatqnt to which 
one•halt ot tha ati..:.i:: ·•a!J au.b�e�"': ,.•(I before nails were fulled. 
One-half or �t1clte whoH n1,1111bara end wit.b 
( 1 )  toaked before 1)1.llling. 
























drin"2 ;:�!. Rat io l>/R 























tbe. InohH Inohe• I11. •lb9, Per cent 
20,0 .OE03 38,75 8,04 
20,0 ,0 <03 ,a. 75 8,04 
20,0 ,0603 ,S,75 8,04 
20,0 ,0603 38,75 8,04 
20,0 ,0603 ,a.75 8,04 

























































38, 15 8,02 





















































































tr'ITJ!r.' S'!'A'rKS TIKP.AP.'l'll!""T "F AGRIC'..'"!".TURP 
YCR!!ST S!:RVICI" 
FORS...'ff PROl'UC'T'S LA.flCf\AiCll"l , • "I. 
l(AJHSO"', "1SCO"SP'" •.' .:.  11oY&llber 23. 1922. : , .� 
T1t.ble c;.--Ret1ultt1 of teete to det�rmine work in drivina: rc;i..&lar and dla1DOnd-;ioint.ed ""°lh into drJ white plna 
l 2 4 5' ti 2 8 9 l� ll � 13 14 15 l e  17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
Specif1c : io1etura : 1'aus driven ea.all nuab-,r of blowa • ;endv.lu.m hawrl ifa.U• driTen large nLlmber of light blow11 - pendulum ba•er 
, : : gr11.•it.1 : oont ent . .. .. .............. ---· ---- ------- -----------·---------···-----........................... .. -----: ........................................ ------ ............................................................................................. . 
:AY•rac• : ATer•1• : ot etiolt : of 11ticlt : : : Drop an&l• : :Dht'J.nce: : Work . . : Drop a.ngle : :Diet11.nce: York 
ltind Sl�e : 10T1tnll :length : baaed on : when : Jto. or : Wo. : --------·--·--: Teigtlt : U1Jnt�r : .\verage: --------- --------- -: •o. : Wo. : -·----·--····••: Weight : center : : --···-···----·- ·•••• 
a1ot : i.ncth : ot : o•en•dr/ : nailo : : : : : : of : : Per : : : : : : : of : .Depth : •er : of of : of : n&il :weight 11.nd: were : n&ih : ot :Degreea:V1:1r1.1ttd: of : &ra.Tit;,: l\a11tb : inch : Rlltio : or : of :Degreei,:VerHd : of : graTity: : inoh : RD.tic 
"o.3 : riaih : point : yol,..ae : drivan : : : : ulne : : below : . : pene- : D/R : : : : 11ine : : below :driun2 : }'ene .. ; D/ll 
nail na.lle : : : at t e.et : : drifsn :'blowe : :pendulum: ade :O.riven2 :tration : : n&ile: blon : :pendulwa: &Xi• :tra.t1on : 
5•1•1 Rel• 44 
n1a. 
5•1·2 R •• 
l) 
5·1·3 • 44 
5·3•1 • 84 
l) 




5·5·1 • 20d 
5·5·2 II 20d 
5·5·3 n 20d " 
5·7·1 R r 60d 
5•7•2 II •o• 
l) 
5·7·3 R 60d 
l) 
............................. ---· ----.. ----------------------..... --.. ----- -- -------.... --------------------.. --- --- ---------------------------.. ------------.. -.. --- ------.... -.... -·----....... ----.. ----------------.. --.......... ·--.. . 
Incihee Inche• Per cent L'bh Inohe, Tnchee In. •lba. Per cent · I.b•• Inchee Inchas In. -lbs. Per o_.. 
1.51 .14 .39 11.3 8 4 20.0 .0603 ;ll,?5 8,04 .78 96.4 8 sa 10,0 , .0152 38.75 a.a .. :i� 17).8 i.s2 .22 8 4 �.o .0603 ,lS ,75 8.04 ,•8 . 110.6 114.6 8 10.0 .0152 ,a.75 8.04 211,8 123,3 
t:�� , 14 ,39 12,2 a 4 20.0 :g:gj �®:�� a.o4 ,7r, 1itl 8 30 10.0 ,0152 38,75 8.04 :3� ti;:� ,22 4 20.0 8.04 ,68 111.e 8 34 10.0 .0152 38,75 8.04 121.2 
1.52 014 .39 10,5 8 4 20.0 .0603 38,15 8,04 ,76 98,9 8 34 10.0 .0152 38,75 8.04 :a� 176.8 1.53 ,22 8 4 20.0 ,0603 ,lS.75 8,04 ,67 112 • .2 113,ti 8 37 10.0 .0152 ,lS,75 8,04 206,3 116,9 
2.52 .17 ,34 11,8 8 4 30,0 . 1340 38,75 a.o4 1.15 145,3 8 16 ;ao.o .o,;03 38,75 8.04 1,39 216.2 
2.53 ,27 - 8 4 30,0 . 1340 ,lS,75 8,04 1,00 167,0 114,8 8 17 20.0 .1}603 :,a.75 8,04 1,32 242.0 111.9 
2,54 ,17 ,34 10.1 8 4 30.0 :H: 38,75 8,04 1,24 134.8 8 12 20.0 .ot:03 38.75 8,04 1,39 162,3 2,52 ,27 8 4 30.0 38,75 8,04 l.11 150,5 111,8 8 14 .20.0 00603 ,a.75 8,04 1,32 199,3 �22.a 
_l:Jg ,17 .35 10.9 8 4 30,0 . 1340 38,75 a.04 1, 17 142,ti 8 13 20,0 ,0603 38,75 8.04 tj? m:; �? 8 4 30.0 ,1340 38.75 8,04 1.04 160,5 11...5 8 16 ao.o ,0603 :,S,75 8,04 129.5 
4.06 ,24 .38 13.0 8 5 30.0 ,1340 66.10 17,07 2,01 3b) ,2 8 28 30,0 ,1340 38,75 8,02 2.34 498,5 4,0 .. ,37 8 5 30.0 ol!J40 66.10 17.07 1.86 406.2 111.4 e 33 30.0 , 1340 :,S,75 8.02 2.25 611.0 122., 
4,07 ,24 ,40 11.3 8 5 30.0 ,1340 6G,l0 17,07 2.oa 3e3,5 8 �z 30.0 , 1340 38,75 8,02 2.34 481,0 4.07 ,37 8 5 :;o,o , 1340 H.10 17.07 1.92 393•7 lo8,3 8 :;o.o ,1340 38,75 8,02 2,25 518,2 107.7 
4,05 ,24 •39 12,7 8 5 :;o.o . 1340 t6.10 17.07 2.11 m:i 8 �6 30.0 . 1340 ,e.75 8.02 2.,4 tii:� 4.0" ,31 8 5 30,0 , 1,40 66.10 17.07 1,97 107,0 8 30.0 ,1340 38,75 8,02 2.,5 110.5 
6.06 .32 .,, 15.8 8 4 4-0,0 .2340 66,10 17,07 �:U· 387·0 8 17 4-0,0 ,234-0 ,e.75 8.02 2.79 m:i 6,07 .52 8 4 4-0,0 ,2340 Citi.10 17,07 440.E 114.0 8 20 40.0 , 2340 ,lS,75 8,02 2,65 123,7  
ti,05' .32 ·35 14.4 8 4 40.0 ,2340 66.10 17,07 2.6J :�:i 8 19 4-0,0 .2340 38,75 a.02 2.79 495,0 6.0ti .52 8 4 40,0 ,234-0 66.lO 17,07 •·_37 110.2 8 22 4-0,0 ,2340 :,a.75 8,02 2,65 ,0,.2 121,7 
cs.oe ,32 ·37 13,4 8 .. 40,0 :Zi:g 61, . 10 17.1.1; 2,40 440,0 8 22 40,0 ,2340 �.75 8,02 2.79 m:� e.oe . 52 8 4 40,C t6. l0 17.07 2.11 500.5 113,7 8 26 40,0 .2340 :,a.75 8,02 2,<5 124.4 
------- --------- ·�---- ---- - -------- . --------- - - - --· --- --- - - - --------- --· ·------�- ---------------
lrhe number ot blowe "a• ai;proa.111111,t ely the number l'equired. by a carpenter to driH nai 1 11  t c  the same de11th. 
2The pen.trat inn or the nail i,oi1'!t ie based on the penetration or an •quiTalent Tolu• the d1&11.at er ot the ehank, 




tho lon;th or tho nail point• /'�1'1C rtz�IOIJ 
'°rhe fir•t dt11t or the etiok nuaber h the serhe nwober a..nd rerer11 to the s1.eche, the Hocnd digit 1• the lot 
nuabel' and refers to the nail et&e, and the tAird dl&it 1• t.be stiok nuaber and retere to the treatNnt to which 
one .. halt of the etUJt wae eubJected before naUe nr• pu.lled. 
11 8 '\ 3 1\  
0n,•N.lt of' ot ioke whose nuabera end with 
( l l •o&lt•d before pllllin1 .. 
g J :1o!t::�= �i0!!.:!!!� ng:fore pullillC• 
, ... Uu&..n\a •er• daUar res lltUI ar .. PI uitl alr•U7 -'• ta!. 
U.S. l'WPARTll1'1'T OJ' AORICUUUU 
JCR1181' illlVICK 
j ( JI  'l'OUSr FIIODOOT8 U.B<ll.,,ORY · 
/,
. 
KAnlBOJI', 'nSC<1'S1" ,,./,'I:_.. ..... 
'lfoT-ber 2�, 1922, 
Table 6•••leeulte or t Ht.e to deteraJ.n• worll in dri•irt& re&U,lar and db.-••poUtted naU • into 1reen white pine. 
i ..  �-----�---- - .5 ... .••.. o _____ .:L--. 8 ___ __., ••• 10 . �1... 12 ____ ...!.l •••. 14 15._� 1• •••• �1 ..• �--- 1.9 __ 20 •• ....il.. . . .  _ 22 _____ 2.L • • • •  24 •• • •••  2s .•• •• 















. • • 1ra•ity . oonti:=nt .............. ............................................................... ............................... . . . .............. ............ ....... ...................................................... ...................... . ...  ·................................ .. 
:ATer&ge :ATerage ! or et iak : or •tick : : DroJ' an&la t :Di.tanoe: : Work : : Drol' anal• : :l>htanoe· Work 























:length or : o .. enadry : naih : : : : or : : Per : : : or : Dept·"- : Per 
ot : ot nail :weight &Pd : were : nails or :Degreu:VerHd: or gravity: de1>th : inoh Ratio or or :Degreee:Veraed : ot gra..-ity: : inoh 
















: at teat : : dri,-en blow• : :pendulu.a: uie : dJ'iTen2: t rat1on naih blow• :11endulW1: axis : :tratio11 
Jnohee l1'1ohea Per oent Lb•• J11chea Inohee Jn. -l"be. Per cent 
. 





































































20,0 ,0603 311,75 
20,0 ,0003 38,75 
20.0 ,0603 30 . 75 
20,0 .0003 38,75 
20.0 ,0603 38,75 
20,0 ,M?3 !8,75 
30,0 . 13•0 38,75 
,50,0 ,1340 _18,75 
30,0 ,1340 38,75 
30.0 ,1340 38·75 
30,0 , 1340 38,75 
30.0 , 1340 58,75 
30.0 ·l34CJ 56.10 
31'},0 .1340 u . 10 
30.0 . 13•0 66.10 
30.0 .1340 6(;. lQ 
;5(),0 
30.0 :mg 66. 10 6 6 . 10 
4o.o .2340 oc. 10 
40,0 ,2340 < 6 , 10 
40.0 ·2340 Ci6.10 



























40.o .2340 66. 10 .17.,,, 2.40 















































































30.0 , 1340 30.0 , 1340 
50.0 . 1340 











�" 38, n 
,a,n 
38,ff �" �" 
� n  
38,n �" 36,n �" �" 
38, n 38, 75 
38,n 
38,n 
38 ,n �" 
38- n 
38,75 







































�:g� tn s�t® 
8,02 2,79 • 417,0 

















·-------- ----- --- ------------------------------
lThe nuaber or blowa .... ap11rodN.tel1 the nu.aber required b'I a oar11eter to  drive naih tc the 11aul:l J3i;th, 






;:��! or J'.)Oint. The J,enetrat ion h tb.n tbe overall lengt.b or
et:.p".,�';"�;;;;,�;:
• 
"rhe !irat d.illit of the at1ok n\laber 1a the eerie• number �nd refers to the 11peoiu, t!le eeoond digit le, the lot 
nuaer and rerere to th, nail 11la:e, a.'l:d the third digit le the etiok number and ret'ere to the t ru,t•nt to •hloh 
one•hal:t ot the etiok wae eu.bJeoted before naila were p,.lled. 
One•half o! stioh wboee nwabere end with 
( 1 )  eoalr:ed before pulling. 
U,S. 1'.ISPARTD"''? OJ' AORJCUL� 
JQR!sr-.0:���
v




(2)  afr uuoned before :pulling. 
\"l f'1't "" The treat�n::-:::: !=1:ir r����:hd g::�r!n�"'!t!�:;:I nut 1ri�l. 
T:..ble 7· ··Reeu1t8 c,f' teet.i: tc:; det1;1r111inl! work in driY1ni J;l&in 111,nd ba.rbed nsila •ith regular he1tod• and •01r1t• 






. gra.v1ty . c ont ent . .......... · - • • • -- ---- -· ••• --· ........ • ............................................ ••• ....... • --· • -·---.... -. ............  ----· ................................ -·-· .......... .... ..................................................................................................... .. 
ATer&ge ATera.ge : or •tick : of etioll: : : Droi: angle : :Di•t1tonce: : Work : : Drop angh : :Dtetanc•: Work 
ICird Size OTerall length : b&••d on : when : 1"'o. r;;f l'fo. : ................................. : l'•iibt : center :A,.•r•&• = ············-·· · · · · =  Jro. : P.'o, : --·····-·-··--·: Teilht : o•nter : : .................. ................ . 
length of : oTen-dry : ne.i l a  : : : : of : : Per : : : : : : : or : :Depth : Per : 
of or of na.11 :wei&ht ar1d: wer" : nai la  of :Degreee:Vereecl: or : gravity: depth : inch : &t1o : of : or :Degreea:Veraecl : or : grav1t.y: : inch : Ratio 
: Toh.ur.e : driven : : : aine : : below : . : 11ene- : B/R : : : : •ine : : below :driT•n2 : pen•- : B/R 
n:iil rai l a 
Reg. 8d 
B&rb, 
R 8d • 
R 8d • 
ndh �oirt 
: .t.t tHt : : driven tlc:wa : :pendulum: a.xi• :dri·,.n' :tra.t i on : : naila: blo•• : :pendulua: uis :tration : 
l'1ohu Inohea Per cent Lbe, InobH lnohH In.•lbe, Jter cent 
2.52 . ,.7 ,35 lO o!'. 8 4 ,O,C . 1340 38,75 a.o4 1.,,, 137.0 
2 . �2 . 17 8 4 30.a . 1340 38,75 8,04 1.29 129.5 94.f 
2.�3 ,17 ·33 10. �  8 4 30,0 ,1}40 38·75 8.C4 1.21 1,e.o 
2.;2 .17 8 • 30.a .1340 38,75 a.a• 1.31 127.5 92·4 
2.52 , 17 ·33 10,0 8 4 30.0 .1340 :,8,75 8,04 1,08 154,7 
2 ,5, ,17 8 4 30.0 . 1340 38,75 8,04 1,18 141,5 91,5 
l.rhe l'lwaber or blowa waa an:roximately the nuaber U<tuired bf a c1Lr.ierit .r to drin na.ila to the aame de,51th. 
21-he 1,enetrn.tion of tlae 11ail pcint ia ba11ed on the 1e11etra.tiCln of an •1:1uiTahnt Tolume the diu.eter or th� ahank, 
taken a.a one-third the l ength or 1,oi'l't , The penet rat ion ie then tbe oT•rall 1-enetration :J.nua t-.o•Uiirda 
tt.e lensth of the nail ioitlt. 
3-rbe rtrat digit of tbe stick nuaber h the aer1n r,uaber •nd. refeu to tbe ai,eoiu, the a,cond digit h the lot 
n1m.ber and refer• to the nail aize. en1' the third d1&1t 1e tAII atiolt 1naber a11d ref'.era to the treat•nt to 'llbie-h 
011e•half or the stick waa aubjeoted bafora nail• were p.,.lled. 
One-hal r of aticlta •ho•e numbers encl w1tb 
( l )  soaked before pu.llir..g. 
(2) air eeaao11ed terore pull1n&:, 
(3) •oaked. t)ien M-ir aeaaoned before i;ulling. 







T11.bh 7•···Aeault e of teatu to datnmin"' work in pulling 1,la.t.n and barbed n•ila with regubr h•d• and i:oint• 
Lbe, laohH InohH In.-lbso 
12 20,0 .0603 38,75 8.04 1,39 u2.� 
12 20.0 ,0603 38,75 8,04 1"32 170 , 7  
)2 20,Q ,0603 ,a.75 a.o• 1.39 162., 
ll 20,0 .0603 !18,75 a.o4 1.32 156.; 
16 20,0 ,0603 38,75 8.04 l,39 ��;:i 14 20.0 ,0603 38,75 8,04 1.32 








" �un : 
4 .. _.._._ .. --5 H • H �  ( • • · - - +e n  d
8






, . content .-···-·· ......................................................... ........................... . ............. ..................................................................... . ......................................................................... . 
: of st ick : :Diatance:1"itial anal• : D1ffere11ce : : Work : : 
: !Cird : wben : •o. l'eii.}lt : center : ...........................  : in versed : Len gth : ................................................................. : 1'o, : ll&ximJII 
nails or : :Verud: aH•e• of : Per : :· Rat i o  or : : lott.d 
: of : were : of of gra.vity:De11:reee: sine : initial <1Ll'ld with· : in@ &.t io  : work a.ftd : of :p.r inob Ratio 
pulled 
; naile s:endulua� ::;:
• : : 
: �;�!.1 dra-2 � :�!:; Bft ; 'tlor!\.rou : naih ; d;;!r:3 B/R I : ftd.il 
:cond1t ioni11g : 
Per o.nt Lba, Jnches Inches In, -lba. Per cent Per cent Lba. 
Rel• lOo} • r,4.29 17.¢5 59,S ·•970 ,t>Olti 1,39 4d5.5 4 ,. 
Barb. • U,29 17,45 59,8 · •970 .%8� 1.3� ·:33.1;'. 99,, • Bo • 58,< 4 €4.29 17,45 59,8 ,4970 .,031e 1. 39 ,o .4 c.:2.5 • 81 • 4 u.29 17.,5 59,8 , 4970 ,0496 1.3�, 1..:.2 138,8 87,2 4 94 
R 10.j 4 f.,.·29 17.45 59,8 . 4970 ,5971 1.39 •d�.1.. • 69 
B 4 f4,29 17.4.5 59,8 ,4970 . 5,73 1·3" 4d;: . 5  100 . 1  4 '9 
R e.o 4 64,2'} 17.-4 �  59,6 .4970 ,<>354 lo31J 60,9 14,j . 174 • • 64.29 17.45 59,8 ,4970 ,0770 1.3. •5·5 95,l 13.c • 158 
R 10.0 • '"·29 17.45 59·? ,4955 ·59'16 lo}'/ �4.1� . 10£ " 4 u.29 17,45 59,? ,4955 ·5f.92 1.32 484.0 1;)0,0 4 82 • 9.0 4 64,29 17.45 59, ? . ,9,5 .':J'/9t. 1.31 64,j 1�,, 4 143 • • t4e29 17·"' 59. 7 .49)5 .)045 1.3c' ,0,9 136.3 l�.4 • 287 
------ � ·-- . -··· · ------·-·--·-----·---�-----�·- -------
1the d1!'ferel!.:e in ver••d oinee or 1n1ti&l a.11J fin!Al an..:lt!:a ,.ultl_.;lied b/ the di atuice uf 
oent ar or 1ra.vit/ be lo• a.xie eq\H-.la tht1 v�rtic11.l •Jrnv yf .'.1e oenter ar irJ.,H'f ui' 1-enJ.,l.J.•, 
2-rhe length ·dthdrA-.ri ie tall:irn aa the penetra.tion or tbe n11.!l ;.11cl.i,lina 1-oi.r, t ,  :r...ri.1• t•o·third11 tb• i.n,u1 or the nail 1,oint . 









lo&d aft-.r : 











Halt or aticlt was •o&lred 84 days 
before pullin1 naU•• 
Half or aiti.::lr. was dried 313 d3,ya 
before _pullin1 na..ila,  
Halt of at1ot wu aoalt9d 82 day• then dried 
332 da.1• beton pullinc naila. 




IST P80ntJC!S LA.OORATOR"C _, /! , / MAN SO•. Y1SC,U3I" 
j!f. L
· l'f· 
II.ARCH 21,  1923. 
, ... ,���·z '..' 4-rhe rirat 11.git of t he at.icll: n..i.•ber 1a th• aeries nuaber .and refetiJ to the oJi•c< ,n .  1,b ..: eecond ,1J.1iit l.e tJ'le lot nu.mb<!r tt.n<i rarer• to the nail eize, a.'l:1 the third dlilt la the ot1cit  number :..ni:i ret\� r.1 :u ".he tre�t.ment to wh1eh ',)na•half ot atiok 
waa -.ibJeoted befoz• nai ls •ere P\lll•d· 
\ g l'\'I ('\ Ori•(t)��.:i.:
t 
�=�!r�;�!i ��=�•r. a,,J wit, h
 
( 2 )  a!:t aea.aonad before rulUn•, 
(3) t,IJILke:1, t hen air .... soned bafun -"ullin&:,  
Tb• t reatme-,,ta were dm.ilar. for both green and u.ir•drJ 1;1a.t � r l iL.l . ·  
Ta.bl• 8.•-1fork in dril'in1 r•gular and diamond-pointed nail •  into, Pi pu.llin& th• tro•• dr7 l>ouglaa fir - Ralatln p sn et ution after eaoh e�OOHein blow 
3 4 5 6 2 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 �-- 16 l? 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 22 
: : : : : D R I V I • G2 
: : i ; ; ; ; � Drop angla : : : l f P I t r ..!:....L..L..2..n A t t • r : Tota.l h11th : 
: �nd : Size :AYerag'9 :AYeraa• : lp9oltic : lloietu.re : 1ro, : - --------------: Yeiaht :Dhtan.oe: J'int blow
l : Second blo• : Third blow : J'ou.rtb bla. : drhen : W•rk : 
M iok : : : : : craYity : : : :Veraad: : canter : ----------·-·--: ....................... -: .......................... : ............................. : ........................... : ----·-----------: 
Jrci.3 
i of ; or ;oYerall ; ienath ;,;;.:t !:lc ; content ; or ;Degre .. � aine � of � gra!ft, !Aotu.al� Rat io �Mtual; Ratio �Actual � Ratio ;Aotu.&l; fto.tio �Actu,.l; lbtio � �!� ; Rat io ; : -naU : nail t lllftct,b :or natl : oYen•dry : of •tiat : nail• : :pendulua: below : D/ll : : D/k : : D/ll : D/ll : t/G : 11er.e- � J'I/R :b:auke 














































lnob.e• Inohe• Per oent l.b• •  IrioJae• Inches l•r a.ent I•OhH Per oent Inohee fer cent lnohH fer o•M Inohea Per oet I••1�•- ••r oent 
1-,a·l R•I• 8d 2.54 :�� .45 14115 16 e:o .. o :�gig �:�� e.04 .uo t� 1.82 1,82 25<,8 Dr1 Ten Uta ra1.ial fa.ce Dia., 8d 2.55 16 60.o 8.04 ,7G 95.0 94,9 1.n 95.1 1.7� 95.1 270.9 105.5 . . 
1·3&·2 a 8d 2,54 .17 ,51 11.2 18 e:o.o .5000 3e,75 6.04 .6,' l,lc 1.60 ti! ti� 318,0 . • tangent ial • 89.< l,08 " 8d 2,,3 .27 18 6Q.O . 5000 38;75 
1-3•·3 a 8d 2,53 .17 •"° 12,2 22 50.0 ·357• 38.75 • Sd 2.54 .27 - 22 50.0 ,3572 ,e.75 
�----,-n...,-�--- J9 ___ ___ .3, ___ _ _  l\--;.--"t..il.;-;r-.�--)5--_l.•-. : ·---------- -------··-·· ................... -.............. -----..................... -----·------
: Jtind : 81ze : : ! Drop a.n11le :DUterenoe : : Work 
Btiolc : : :Weilbt :M.tance:·-··-··--·--.- : in : Length : .. ... ......................... .. 
: of : of : :oenter : :VerH4!Ter•ed eine•: : P•r : l'o,-' : : of : of :Dea:rH•: eine :of in1t1a.1 : with· inch : bt i o  
nail : nail : :craYity : : :arid final : 4 with• : D/8 pendu.lu.a: fflow : : an11ee5 : dra ..-n : drawa : 
: : a.xi• : --·--------- -·---·-··----·--·---· -------· ................. ....... -------·-· ... -· ...... --· . --· --.. --· -........ ................ 
1-,a-1 a 8d " 8d 
1-,a·2 a B• " B• 
1·3•·3 a 8d " Sd 
Lb. . Inohaa Inch.ea 
t'.4,29 17.•5 75.2 .7446 .2325 1.e2 
64.29 17,45 75,2 .7446 .2119 1.73 
64.29 17.,5 75.2 .7446 .2885 tl� 64.29 17·•5 75,2 .744e ,2507 
64.29 17.•5 75.2 .7«6 .2240 1.63 
f4.29 17.45 75,2 .7446 .1973 1,5".i! 






145,7 9•· 5  
a.a• •• o 
a.a• ·58 
e.04 •53 91.4 
s,1.� 1.49 93,1 92.9 92.9 342,4 
1,00 1.34 1,e3 l.<3 m:: .92 9,.0 1.24 92,$ 1.;i 93.3 1.52 93•3 
l.rn. nuaber t;f blowa wu approximately the riu.mber required by • ca�pent .r· to 
dri Ye n&ih to the ea.me depth. 
107.6 . . 
107.1 
2The 1,1en•tr•t1011 ot the nail foint i• baaed on the penetrat ion of ari •quiTalent Tolwne the diaaet er 
or the shank, ta.ken ae one-third the length or JJOi!!t . Tl}e 1,1enetrat ic11 ii then the OTerall length 
ot nail &in\le two-third• the length of the nail poir.t ,  
},hue aticU ware not subJ•oted t o  conditioning t reat11.ente eubaei;;.\lePlt t o  driTirlg naib, Wt were 
i,1,1.lled th• aa.111e day a• driYen. 
'"l'ile length ,..tthdr•wn i11 th• same a11 the total derth dri•en, column 21, 
5Tbe differer:ce 111 Tereed dnH of initial &11d final :111gle• au.lt iplled bY the dhtanee of 
oantu- of araTitY belo• uh equ.ale the Tert ioal drop of the oent er cf &raTlty of pendt.ill.l•• 
------,-------- -- -------------- ------------------- -------------- ------ -----------
1 8' 1 21, M  U.S. DEPARTm,rT 07 AGRICULTURZ '.l'OffXS!' smv1c• 
J'ORBS'l' PRQI'IUCTS LA!CllATCB'{ 
�;� •• :
1


























P ti n d 
8 ---1.._ ___ _ ____ lJ ---- - l l }-.: 
cont ent . ............ ------····-- -------- - --- - . -- . 
ot etick : :n1atance:lnith,l aii&le : Differel'ICl!I Ynr£ 
_ll._ _ _  �-� _ __!}_ 
when lro, Weicb,t : center : -----·------ --: in vnaed L�ngth ---- - - . . ·------·· . .. . . .............. - .. ... il&Jtii:DUA : 
naUa or :Vereed: oinco of Por Rat i o  of loa.d 
were or of 1ra,.1t1!Dea:raee: dne :init t ... 1 and •it.h- J.noh R&t j o  : w(.lrk an. �r o r  p e r  inob : 
p"1lhd : below : : 
.!;�:!1 
with- D/R t o  
:!!;;3 ; : 11&111 pendulua: ax.h drawn.? drawn : wotk t•fore naila 
8b.••t. l 
-- __!___� 17 - JB 
Ratio of' 
lead a.rt er 
t o  
».tio load be!ore: R�rke 
D/R :oonditionin1: 
.. .. .. .. ................. .. .. .. ..  · · · - .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . ... . .. . .. .  _ . .... .. . .. . ..  _ .. .. . .. .. .. .... .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .  _ _ · - ·  
:
ot'







































Per cent L.b._"- InchH 
14., 10 64,29 17.,5 
10 6··�9 17,•5 
,s.1 10 C4,29 17.•5 
10 u.29 17.45 
14.e 10 t:4,29 17.45 
10 64,29 17.•5 
12.7 10 64,29 17.•5 
10 64,29 17.,5 
14.9 10 64,29 17.,5 
10 64,29 17.45 
9,0 9 64.29 17.45 
9 E'•29 17,•5 
1,,8 10 u.29 17,45 
10 u .• 29 17·•5 
,e .� 10 64.;>9 17.,� 
10 64,29 17.45 
1,,1 10 u.21,; 17,45 
10 64,29 17·•5 
12.7 10 64,29 17.45 
10 '54.29 17,45 
14,0 9 64.29 17.45 11 64.29 17, 45 
44., 11 f4.29 17,45 
9 G4.29 17.45 
14,0 10 <4,29 17,45 
10 64,�9 17,45 
12.a 10 l4 • .:?9 17,45 
10 u.21 17,•5 
13.2 4 (4.29 17.45 
4 64,29 17,•5 
11.2 4 64.29 17.45 
4 l4,29 17.45 
1,.3 10 f,.29 17,45 
10 64.29 17,45 
47,8 10 64,29 17,45 
10 u.29 17.45 
14.2 10 64.29 17,41 
10 64,29 17,45 
12,7 10 u.29 17.45 
10 64.29 17,45 
14,9 10 · 98.77 22.28 10 9B ,'17 22.�8 
50,0 10 9B,77 22.28 
10 98,77 22.28 
14.4 10 9b•'h 22.2� 10 98,77 22..28 
14,9 10 98,77 22.28 
10 9B,77 22.28 
14,5 4 9B , 77 22.28 • 98 . 77 22.28 
14,2 4 98.77 22.28 
4 90 .77 22.28 
lfote :  Boe alut,t 2 f o r  footnotes, 
\'ll'i.S M  
lnche• 
40.2 ,2,62 ,0515 ,76 
40.; .2302 .04U ,72 
40 • .> .23ei2 .02lti ·7• 
40,2 ,4,n .0197 ,68 
40.:i: .2362 .047� ,78 
40,2 .23f? .ti428 ,70 
40,0 :,j!g .0425 ,75 40,Q ,Oj73 .t:7 
40.C .2340 .0"'86 1.04 
40,C ,2340 ,0450 ,98 
40.0 .2340 .0212 i.o, 
41),0 . 2340 .0195 .97 
60.0 ... 5000 .0770 1..34 
60.0 . 5000 ,0747 1.22 
60.0 . 5000 .0374 1.�5 
60.C ,5000 ,0345 1,27 
oo.o .5000 .oeoo 1,39 
60.0 .5000 .:;e11 1.30 
60.0 . 5000 :�Af! 1.39 60.0 , 5000 1.29 
75·> ,7445 . 2174 1.70 
75,2 .7445 , 19�3 1.t.2 
75.2 . ·,445 . )6:,5 1.ee 
75.: , 7445 ,0,39 1 . 51 
7i;.-;. • 7445 o l'/Ol. ,. ,;� 
75·• · '7445 · lJ J ?  1 . 5, 75.2 .7u5 .1721 J.l9 
75,2 .744� . 1cs1 · · ') 
75,1 , 7429 ,2571 1,45 
'/5, 1 .74,9 .2e:cE. 1.31 
75.1 ' ,7429 . 1od� 1.45 
75,1 .7429 . 1444 1.32 
75,2 ,7445 .4120 '•"'"" 
75,2 , 7445 :im 1.97 75.2 , 7445 2,05 
75.2 . 7445 .oS5t: 1,97 
75.2 ,7445 .2593 C,06 
75,2 .7445 .�4'14 2.00 
75.2 .7445 • 2300 ... , .
75.2 , ?445 . 2i80 � . IJ,e! 
75,2 .7445 .4415 : :ie 75.2 , 7445 .3710 
75., ,7445 .1010 2.9< 
75.2 . 7445 .12oa ,,,6 
75.2 . 7445 .4,>0;.> 2.82 
75,2 .7445 ,3535 2,e9 
75,2 , 7445 .c,77 2.81 
75,2 .7u5 ,;,339 2,<B 
75,0 17412 .31'-j.;. 2.84 
75,0 , 7412 , 2t:.�7 tb? 75.0 ·7412 .2021 
7;.o . 7412 .iaa2 "·75 
In. -lt.a. Per cent lbli, �•r cent 
70.0 
7i·2 95,c 
jl,� 41.9 Halt of etic.lr. �,, aoalred t:3 de.ye 
�,.5 101,e 45,0 b9!ore ,pulli.,8 11a1 l 1i .  
�ti 101.0 
6j,f 93.6 Halt of stick waa dried 91 day, 
62 ... 9B, l  91,C be!ore pullir.g riatls. 
52.5 
52 . ... 99,7 
22.� 4j.4 Halt ot at ick w11c acaked 44 day• thel'! dried 
22.5 9B,8 43.c 324 hY• betore pulUr.g ,11,u,. 
:e:; 105.4 
31.1 47,e Half of etick wae aoalce-d 17 daya 
30 ,5  98, l ..... 5 barore pulltn,: riail•· 
G4,5 
70.1 1oe . '!  
t:216 97,l Kalt ot et io.11: n.e t1ried 17 aye 
71.• ll4.Q 101.7 before �ul)J.ng T'laih• 
14.3. 5 
1!3· 9  n.� 
4": . 3 32,J Half of at 1ck -.rao aoslr:ert fl days 
45 . 1  9 1 . ,  33,7  befcr� pulling n11._;1s. 
11;., 
l-J9.,: 9f.3 
)4,4.J, 100.5 Half or stick 'lffl.a drtert 89 days 
117, 1 10;.i.r. 1:')7.0 before J ..  u.lUng nail•, 
19'1·0 4 214 .:.:;.v 112.0 4 2•• 144.3 
53,7 4 ... .  1 4 177 s2.7 Sal!" ot at ick waa eo&ll:ed 39 dat• ther Jr.i c?, 
122.t: 146 , 4  55.0 4 26':i 150 • .2 100.0 219 d&.Y• before .Pulling naih• 
22b.t. 
19;,,4 84,9 
�:i 21.1 Kalt or aiio.11: wa.e soaked l2 daya 102.4 <5·' be!"ore pullin; riaih. 
i:t.� JOO.a 
1..:7• 3 91. 1 lbl! ot •tick w.u drJ.ed 8? daya 
12c.f 9'),; 10.6 before pulling nai la. 
,3.t;. e  
263,) 07. 1 
75· l 2-3 . 1  H.11( ot at .let H,a •oit.ked 1 4 7  daya 
oj.4 119,0 31,5 before }!Ul ling nt1oila. 
312.4 
�.tt� 92,5 5t .q H.il!" of stick •11.• driad 277 da1a 
192 .0 107.7 ((; ... before pullin" na.1 1 9 ,  
247.4 4 � 2 12 . 7  86.1) 4 113.e 
15, .n 03.3 4 207 11,.1 H.'.ll!" of at iok. ":ta.a aoa.ked 127 d•Y• the11 dr1 ed 
150.5 96., l  70,7 4 194 93,6 9,.3 lj2 da1• before pulling rai le. 





�.��°"A'rat'! ,b...:. )I 
JU.TllSOlf I YlSCO"'SU' 10V,.a-
•oumber 2j. 1922, 
8tiok 
Wo.4 
Ta.tile la (cont 1nued l 
--�-�,..,�i�at\.lre : 
4 
__ i:;; c __ ----f e n d
8
u 1 u m. 
9
w t l b d !
0
c. .,, a l
11 12 1 : 
1
: t a t �
5
e \, 1 ;
6
h 1 r a -. ! 1  : 
oont ent · -· ----- ----------·· - --- ...... -........ -.... -----------.... ----.. ---... ----.. ..  - - - - - - ---- -· ............ -----...... -.. ---: -.... -.. --- .... -........ ---- ...................... ----........ -• 
or etick : : :Dist.�nce : Initial angll! : !lifference : : 1'01:k t : : : : ht l o  or : 
ICind irhen � •o. : Weiibt : center : - ------------- : in v�r9e4 : Length : ........................................................ : l"o .  : llbxia.u1 : : load n.!'ter : 
nails : : : or : :Versed: •1nH or : : Per : : F.At J o  !>f : : load : : to : 
Shoo!. 2 
or were: : or : or : graYity:flesreoe: eine !initi�l and : •it.b• : inch : Batie : 'll'Ork a.fter : or :per inch : lb.tic. : 1041 before: Remrka 
nail 
pulled 








Per cent Lbs, lnchH Inohe• ln.•lb•• Per ce,,t I.tis. Per cent 
• 13 • .c 4 98·77 22.2t5 n 4 98 ,77 22 • .28 • 48.o 4 98,77 22,2S 
D 4 98 , 77 22.28 
75.0 · 7412 .5oe, 2.79 401.0 • 260 
75,0 ·7412 ,49j0 2,65 4'09.0 102.0 4 }60 
75,0 .7412. ,-1036 2, 79 81,8 20.4 • 210 
75.0 . 7412 .1073 2.05 89.0 108.7 21,8 4 2,, • 1,.7 • 98.77 22.2.13 
t> 4 98 ,77,, 22,28 • 1,.2 4 98.77 22 • .28 
D 4 98.77 22,28 
7S•!l ,7412 .46(;4 2.79 ,.a.a • 290 75,0 0 74!;.'.' . 4)06 2,6,5 m:� 101.5 4 }71 75,0· .7412 .2,s• 2,79 50.• • !�3 75,0 .7412 .2241 2,65 186. l  100.4 49,8 • 
• 15,4 4 98.77 22 • .28 
D • 98.77 22.28 
R 11.0 • 98.77 22.28 
D • 98 ,77 22.28 
75,1 •7429 •3415 2.79 269.0 4 ... 
75.1 ,7429 .,.a1 2.65 f�t6 107,f.i 4 210 75.1 ,7429 .1812 2.79 5',0 4 162 
75.1 -1•29 . 1729 2,65 H.\.5 100.5 49.6 4 154 
1th1 differe�o• h Ynud ain.a ot initial a.n'1 tiul a.nth• -.iltiplid bf thl dht&noe of 
oenter or azav1t.1 ba low a.xh •Qua.le tbe vertic•l dro}) ur the oenter of .:ra.-ity of panslull.l•• 
2'ha lea&tb wi\hdra.wn 1a taken ae the tu.11 laaat_h � lncl1.1.dini i-olnt,  ltin\.le t•o•third• the lenl(t.h of' the nail point. 
3i..nath withd.rawn • .._ as Coluan 10 . 
4the nnt digit ot th• 1t 1 ck nu.•ber la the Hl'iea nu.111.ber and :utan t.o th• ep.0.1••, t,h::i .. cond diaa h thli lot nuabet' •"d 
r.rers to the nai l •iH. IU'li the thUd d11it h the otlclt nuaber &nd cetera to the t .uat•nt to llbioh one�lt of etlok 
••• -'lbJaot.•d beflUe nail• were p.i.11•4• One•h&lt or st. ioke whoH n1.1abara end with 
l"1 !! \.\ \:. M g l :f:1t!'!.!!!:�• ��!!�"!�1un,, 
(3) , .... te:I , then ah •••oned b•rore v,i.111.nJ. 










56· 1  
111.0 
1,., 
Halt ot etiak w.u eoaked 128 de.1• 
bet'ore pulUn1 riail•, 
Half ot stick ••• dried 25, daye 
before pulling na.1 i.. 
Half ot at. i c.k wa, •o&lted 120 day• then dried 
235 dat• before pu.ll1ng nail•• 
IJ.S. l'l'PJ.ilTD"'T OT AGRICULTI.M:S 
J'OUS!' SIRVIC.I 
>ORIS't PRODUCl'S t.Al!ORAT<IIY ,/ ILU'll809, YJSCO"SI" A,£/1· 
•of'ubu 23, 1922. 
1_1�--'t j 
--- -- ....... -- ..... ___ ..• ---- _ .. ----- ---- - . --- - _ ... ___ -- ----
l 2 4 5' 15 7 8 9 11. 12 l 14 1 l.• 1. _l& 
Moisture JI' • n d " T u • • i t h d. r ·• W a V . 1 I \. • \. i o w l \ b i r a w a i � 9ont ent -- -- --.. - .... ---- • ---- ---- .. - ------• - ------ -.. ---------- ------• --.. ----... -------··-. - -...... -----...... -----i ----· ......... --.... -· -· -............. _ .... ---......... ... 
or atick : :Diat !l.nce : lnit!a.l angle : tiirference : : Work : : llaxillWI : : Ratio or 
Kind when 'll'o. : We!ght : center : ----··----·--·:  in Ter•ed : Length : --------- ·-------- ····· ---·---: Wo. : load. : : load art.or Bticlr: nail• : : of : :Vereed: dnes of : Per lb.tic or : : per inch : t o  
4 ot were of : c!
· gra.Tit y :Dee:ro • :  eine : initia.l a.nd with• inch &t 10 work a.rt er : o f  · with• : Rat io : load before: teaa�ll• 
















































































28 .. 6 
12.7 
30.0 
































































: : condit!oning: 
Lba, 
u.29 



























































































































































































































































































1 . 51i 
1.44' 



















, 16 .�. 
.2, 
.2e 
2 . 11:  










2 , f l  
3.09 
















































































































52 .. 0 
32.7 
33,0 








98. 4  
87,2 
87,< 
Ho.lt of •tick wa• •oalud 54 day• 
b•fore pwlling u.1 i.. 
Halt or •t 1ok wa• drhd 272 day• 
befon ,pulllna nail•• 
Halr ot •tiolr: w,H •oaked 53 daye then dried 
323 d,.y• 'Mtore pwll1n1 na1 i.. 
Halt ot at loll: n.a •oaked. 52 daya before p1,11lin1 1ta1 la 
Halt of stick wae drhd 271 daya 
before �u11 1r,,: natle. 
Kalt ct atiok wa11 •cake:! 5� daya ther. dried 
219 daya before i,ulling na11a. 
U.lf of •ti ck •a.a •oaked 52 daye 
before rulling na11 • •  
Ha l t  o r  , t  1 c k  wa, 1 ':' ! ,.. t1  270 daya 
bafora I·Wlli ng nai 111 • 
Ralf of at ick n.e •oaked 52 daya then dried 
270 daya hfore p1,1llin1 nall•• 
Half er at tolr: waa aoa.i:e1 50 de.ya 
borore f·\lll1ng na11•· 
JC.alt or et1ck ••• dried 268 daye 
before J,ulll ng 1'1 ai 1th 
Hal! or et iclr: wa11 •011.ll:ed 58 d&ya th•n dried 
312 days before �u.ll1ng 1'1ai ls. 
R::ilf or et ick •a• •011.lr:ed 128 day• 
before J:\lll ing nai le. 
li&lf of stick wu dried 370 da.:,a 
before 1ull1 1'1i naila. 
Halt or stick wu aoalr:ett 134 day• then dried 
235 daye before I·Ull1ng na11•• 
u.e. !UCPARTIIIPT a, AOfl)CtJLTURI 
l'ORr.tr smv1c1 
,CRIST PR01'UCTS LAB<IIATC<l1 /; .,· ft 
J(AJHSO" , WISCo•stw · 1 i ,  ,. •ov<?mbt!r 23 , 192� . · ' · 
Table 2a (cont1rn.1ed) 
lheet 2 
--· J..._! __  A.--i"-Yoiilllr9:U •4-_.,. ___ U--H
6H-----t·.n7r�·y·u-... 3-.-rrtr•-�····111 12 -l1-. : 1: t • t �-\-- .  1 t 1� d-r-a-.-1tr--:------_.1a. __ _________ _ _ • oont ent • .......................................................................... .............................. ............................................................ ........................................................................................... . 
OUDk 
• : or •Uok : : _ :;tstanoe:Jnitial anah : IIU'ter•u : : WorJt : : : 
: kind : wben 1 Jro. : W.1&1:& · : oenter : ........................ : ta Teraed : Length : ......................................................... : · : �1-.... : 
: naUe : : or : :Yeraed: dnH or : : Per : : latio or : 1'o. : load : 
4 : or : wue : or : 9t : &raW"tty:�e,reH: ..tne :tntUal and : wUll.• : tnoJI : llauo : wort an.er : :)'er tftob : Ratio ll'o. : : pulled : : : below : : rinal : � : with• : II/a : t.o : or : with,,. : D/B 
: natl : nail• :pendulua: as.t. an11eal : drawn' : drum : : work before: : drawn5 : 











Per oent � ... lnohea lnohH Jn.•lba. Per cent Lb,. Per oent • 2",0 4 98,77 22.2E1 75.0 07412 .3700 2,89 262.1 4 J49 I> 4 95,77 22.ce 75.0 ·7•12 ·3349 ti; 307,6 109.0 4 392 \ • 53•5 4 95.77 22,28 75,0 ,7412 .2141 16,5,0 • 57.8 4 322 IJ 4 95.77 22.ae 75.0 ·7412 .1990 2.66 103.0 100.0 53.0 4 372 • ,o.o 4 95.77 22,ae 75.0 ,7412 .3150 2.79 248.5 4 227 
IJ 4 95.77 22.2e 75,0 ·7412 .3098 2.05 257.0 105·" 4 291 a 11.0 4 95.77 22.28 75.0 ·7412 . 1772 2.79 139•• 50.2 4 � IJ 4 98,77 22,.'8 75.0 ,7412 ,1455 2.i5 121.0 B•,8 47,l 4 • 28,7 4 98,77 22,28 75.0 , 7412 :m& 2,79 �;ti 4 263 I> • 98.77 22.26 75.0 ·7412 2e65 90 ·5 4 366 
II 10.0 • 
�·
77 22.:ie 75.0 ·7412 :m; 
2,79 141.G 52.9 • � IJ 4 .71 22,21l 75.0 .7u2 2.05' 139.9 96,8 54.2 • 
lrlN dtttereaoe 1• Tereed un .. ot UJ.Ual and r1 ... 1 anailH •lt ipUed by the dht&11oe or 
aent•� of lr&W"ity below axU aquah th• .. rtical drop or the aenter ot 1radty or p•dlW.la. 
2raa l•atb wit.hiSn.wn te taken u th• full lPath et tk tl 1noludinl point, lliD\lll t90 ... tbirh tba lenstb or Ua. 11&11 point. 
5:Lenctb witMra,..;. • ._ a• Colwmt 10. 
4The tirat clllit ot th, athk nuber h Uae eerttle nimliler ud utan to tb• apNha, t.11.a HOCMd dl&U h tba lot auabar and 
refer• to tll.a ft&.11 etae, ui. Uae t.b.Ud dl&it h the attok nuaber and reten to the treat•nt to •1ob on•-llalf ot atioll: 
_. -.&'b,JHta4 'betOl'e Mila •H• Pillado 
On�lt ot et ioke 'llllloH nuabara e•d w1tb 
\ 1 i (1)  eo.&ka4 before pulli•I, 'i 'K M (2) a.1:t •••01t•d baton pulli•I, 
(3) ..-ke�. than air .... oaed before p,1llhl• 







92.• Batt or •tick wu •oalt•d 130 daye 
94,9 before pu.111111 N.1.1•• 
5'6.0 Kalt or atiolc n.1 dried 564 4&1• 53,7 baton pu.llin1 naih· 
. ;!:l lla.lt or atiok wa• aoalted 129 day• then. dried 235' days before iulling nail•• 





•ou•bH' 2,, 1922. /7,·· .. _.iz j ,..., 
T11ble 'h . .. ·P.reult� or tf!Bte t o  det :•r.11dn!• wcr.k Jr, �ulJini,i: reg,.ila.r and 1i�tr.ond•io1r:t�d !".al.ls rrom "ry birch bet:cre -"Lnd. 11.fteT CC'lnd.1.t1oTl1"'& 
--- 1 - · : 
2 · · :- il.01e"fUre �-
4 - - � ---2-.. . • . . c· - · · - · "f /n d-h· :..1 1.:. _ ,.,, i_l"
. li d !
Ja w  ... ·1 1 �- - - · · 
corit ert : 
or stick. : 
: ,Cind when 
, st tell: nai le 
•o.4 




: ! : 












" jt.h .. 
d_n:.rr,3 
Rat i o  
D/R 
- - ---- - -- ·  -- -· ·  18 ---
R.l1J11rk11 

























































































































































































lJ.45 �� �� �� 












































































,?41 '  
75,1 , '/429 
75.1 ,7429 
75.1 .74�9 
75.1 . 7449 




75.1 , 7429 
75.1 .7429 
75,1 .7,29 
75,1 · , 7429 




















































































2 , 15 
2,29 






























































lrhe di!rer.noe h TerHcl Bin .. ot initial and !U&l a.n�lea 111.lltiplhd b
1 .the dhtanoe of 
oem•r or lr&-Yitt be low uie 9quah the -Yert ioal 'drn11 or the o8Tlt.er o
r s:riuU.y o! penJ.ulv..a. 
'7 · 5  
ltti, 7  
114,3 
100.a 





































































2iirhe 1-,iath •it�drawn is taken a.e the rull lensth f th r 6+ inoludini i,oint , mi
n� t•o•thirds the lenl(t.h or the nail point. 
3z..,wth withdrawn e.,. a• Colwwi lO, 
4-ru r.1nt dilit ot the atiok n\.l.aber h th• HriU nuaber and reren t.o th• •peoh
"9) th� HGOftd di&ii 1• tt. lot nuabtT' •ncl 
rereu to th• nail aiH . IPl.,i tha third di.CH h the ot1et number and nfan to
 th tnat•nt to Cioh one-A&lf of at iok 
ne tllbJ.ot. 94 betoze naile wH• p.1.l_le4o 
On�l! or et toke 'lllbo .. nMa'ber• eK with 
\1 t t, 9 M i�l !t!t:!.!:!:�· b��!!!•:�1ua1, 
TM \rea!�::-:::� !!:i!!� ,:;•;:::d .:=1:.r!f!::;, aateri-1• 
127,9 
104. 1  
119.0 
10,.3 




































57,8 ... e 
33.8 
23,7 
lial! or li!'t le.It wc1e ao!t.ked 129 d11.1• 
befo?"� J;Ullin.i na11e • 
Hal:!' of' i,t 1.:k ne t1rii,:l 254 dayo 
before p1.1lling nai lth 
Halt ot •tick ·.oe ,oalted 127 1.a:,s then dried 
126 d&J" bwtore pullins nail•• 
Hal� or st 1 ok w1.1.• •o�ked 125 d�1• 
beron pullin1 naUe. 
Ha.l!' of etiolc: ••• dried '247 da.Y'e 
before pulHng Mile. 
Kalt or st ic:k was •oa.lc:ed 120 day• then dried 
230 dat• before pl.l.lling na. U•• 
Kalt ot •t iolr: ••• aoaked 11,," d11y• 
before pulUng nat te. 
Halt ot etiolr: n.e dried 247 els.ye 
beton pulltn1 naUe, 
Halt of •ttot ••• eoaked 113 c1a.1e then C\rhd 
234 day• before pulling 1'1&11e. 
Halt ot .t 10t wae eoaked 111 day• 
b•tore pulling na1 b, 
Halt o! •t.icll:: we• d1'ied 2}? day-a 
before pu.ilina na1i. • 
Halt ot •tick WH eoall:-4 109 dat• tben cl.ritd 
23-4 day• before pulling na.tleo 
U,S, D'IPA!<rlll"'f a, AGlllOUL� roam a•ne111 
-.=�::� CIIY /.f.N· 
•oYlfllbH 23, 1922., �',.-'I,' 
fabh 4•••-Bewlt • of teet• to det erairt• •ork in pulling regu.la.r and d.1450nd•J>0inted naib froia green bi:rch before and after condit ioni.ng She.et l 
l 2 
1oi.£u.H 
4 :s: 6 1
, 8 ft d 
8 
U i U a 
9 
W' i t h d l� & W a 1
11 12 ___!L. 1. t a £ :s O W' i :th d l a VI 1! 1 
ooatent ............................................... - .. • • ................ ........... • .................. • • ............................. -................... - .. .. ........................ • -........ -.......... ..................... .. .. ......................................... . 
ot •Uok : :1>1.te.noe: lnith.l an,le : J>itterenoe : : Work i : : 
JCiftd men Wo. : W.1plt : oeater : ............... . . .. .. . ...  : in 'fenad : Wn¥th : ............................. •• • • •  .......................... : lfo. : llax.1-.i• : : latio or 
ltio� na119 : : ot : :YerHd: ainH ot : : Per : Ratio of : : load : : load atter : 
4 of were of of ·: a:ra'f'it7:Da&reea: aina :1nit1al arid : •U..b- : inob : Ratio work aft er : of :pu inch : b.tio : to : 1'o. 
nan 
pilled 









































































11 fS o M 
: : :· oondit ionina: : : 
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4 • • 
4 
• 































































































_!L _ . .  
Be-.rll:a 
Half of stick wae aoa..11:ed lo8 day, 
bet ore 11ulli "& n&.1 la• 
Halt of •ti':lk wu dried 233 daye 
before pulling naih, 
Halt or at toll: waa eoa.ted 107 4aya then dried 
230 da1e before puU1nc nai 1a. 
Half of stick "tJas eoaked l.07 day• 
before IJUlling nail•• 
Halt ot stick wu dried 33E daya 
before J,Ulltni naih • 
ff3.1t or et ict was eoa.lced l� day, thet1 driet! 
2,32 dan before pulling nail•· 
Halt of •tick waa aoalr:ed 85 day• 
bef'or� rulling n.ii.. 
Kalt of lftic.t wae dried .314 d:it• 
before pulltn a  naile. 
HAU or at ick waa aoaked 83 days than drUd 
230 da:,e before pvlline: nails• 
Ralf or at iot waa aoalr:ttd 105" daya 
bafore JlUlling nail.a, 
Halt of attc.k ••• dried 234 day, 
before pulling n-.ua. 
K&lr or at iok was aoatad 104 days then dried 
231 day• before pulling nail•• 





���OR'! n;;r;r. y 
"oTember 23, 192;:,. 
Tal;h 4rt (contir ut-d ) Sheet 2 
__ 1 
: .. . 
2��'.':."e ·:








!'!ail s  
were 
fl\llled 
: :Diatance:Iritial angle Differer.c� 
"o• : Ye1&ht : cent.1 : ......... :.............  ir. ver11ed 
of 
: of : :Vt>r1nd eJr,ee or 
or g:ri,.vity:Deg.!'f"t'n: eine inltit.l a.rid 
: tielow : ! !"'11'1111 





Work ........ . ............ . . ..... .. . ...... . .. -... .... •,. M&xim\•lf. 
Per Rath, er le.ad 
inch tu,., .1.0 "ork art er or i,er trioli 
with• 0/ll to •!th· 
iJra'tlrTI work before nail r drawn3 
cor.dit'i gring ... ..... . . ................ . . . .. . . . . . ................ . ....... .... . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .... .. 
4-7·1 R n 
n 






P•r ce.,t Lbe• Inchee 
,;-.e . 96 .77 .;::, .ie • 9e,11 2',<S �i.s • 9t:.., ?7 22.28 • 98,?7 2�.28 
58,77 ; •• ,e jJ.5 • 
4 98,77 2.::.2S 
10.5 • �i:�� i.2.28 • 2i.,;:B 
.,.1 4 9"·77 0.:.:- 1.:d • 9S,77 .2;i.28 
11.5 4 9S,77 ;.;_ .26 
4 �.77 ;.2.;;$ 
75,= ,7445 
75.2 .7.-1 5 
7'5.::. · 7••5 
75 . 2  .7445 
75. 1  , ·, ··� 
75.1 . 74�9 
75,1 ,742') 
75, l , 7"·�9 
75.2 ·7"'*5 
75.2 . 7445 
75.2 ,7445 
75,2 .7445 
Irch�'J :i:n.•lbso Pt!r CCI'!' J,'t·O •  
I .5n•� 4• 'h 39D. 1  • •c< 
:�6;A .2.!l5 3.29,0 a.;;:.f:. . 495 0. 79 '"5·0 56·5 • :g ,2597 ::.i,  n5.4 95,8 ,5.5 4 
4 o4'.)Uj ',!. 79 355•5 386 
• .i..1.7(1 .2.r.:5 34f .() 97·� 4 500 
. 1805 a,79 1,42.3 ,0.1 . lo8 
,1777 2.55 l-4701.i 10}·7 A..2 .7 4 10, 
,4747 �·'.'9 !74.l 4 540 
,4135 2.�5 343,4 91.8 4 572 
, 1823 2,79 143,7 38·• 4 131 
. 1380 ··•5 1 14.6 79.& 33-' • l18 
-------·- -··- ------· 
1the di!"'ter•nue in Yer•ed eine• of tnitia.l anJ (ln11l an&le• llll.llt.1.plied b/ the diet&nce or 
oentaJ' ot cra.vit/ below uh 1qulllll the Y'!t'tic11.l droi, vf U1e cent'!r of a:rit.Vit"f uf 1,enJ1.1lo.1•. 
2.rh• i.n1th •ithdrawn 1• taken 11.• the !ull l•nsth � 1ncluJ.in, J;-o1nt ,  rt.in"• t•o·thlrd• the l•nat.h or the n•11 f01nt. 
�Lena:th witudr•wn aamcr �D ColWlln �J. 
4TQ nret 1111t or the stick ni.labo!r i •  the series n 1,uub!,r and _refers to the 11peclin, t.b :i  eeconQ dlllit le the lot nu.mbtl' and 
rater• t o  th• nail dse, &"11 the thi.rd Mgit h the otlr.11: ni.uaber :t.n.t refl!r� :o the t reatment to Cltcb. one-halt or et.let 
•• wbJeotiad before nail• were p,.&lled, 
One•h;,,.U' or et icite wboe• nl.labare er1J wlth 
l 1 z s \ M. g l :r�k::..::�::· b!�!!;":�1un,. 
(3) ,.uakd , then alr H».eoned b•fou 1,-ulli"I• 
The tnatael'lts •ere s191lar. for bOtA er•• _,... a.U-drJ aatu�Al, 
&tio or 
load aft er : 
Rl\t :1 0  : tg : 
D/R : load before: 
: con di ti oni11g: 












Hal!' of .:� i�t •,ra11 '108ked 102 d&ye 
bl!!!'cr ·t p•..i.l.lirig ndle, 
Halt or etiot wae dried j�7 ,fay1 
bt-!'ore ;pullil'lg ria.J 18. 
Kalt or at 1 ck ·n11 soake'1 10.2 da,s then d.ri .. 
2,30 days befor• pulling nd la, 
U.S. DIPAa'l'lll""l' OJ' AGRJCULTURX 
,oum- SIRVIC• 
:ro::rz J����OW��T<B'! � £. )I. 
J:100111:ier 2}, 192.2. ./:/� .... '; :, 
,-,J 
Table 5'&••·1t••ul�1 ot tHt1 to det.er.tn• 1JUrk in p.1lltng rf'gui.r ,1,f'ld diuiond-pointed n&1la .fro• dry •bite pine betord and arter oonditiorir,i Sheet l 






: natl : 
Kci11ture I P • n d u 1 -u m w 1 t h d r a w a. 1 S t 11. t 1 e w 1 t h d r a w  � l : content ----·--.. -------------...... ---- .... -----.. • ---• -• • -• ---- -------------• • ----- • -• -- •• • • ··- -• • • ---- ·--...... • -..... • -• • •• - • • -• --• • - -• • • • • • • • • • • ---• --....... · 
ct stick : :flistA!'\�-i: In lt 1.•l a'l&ll : 111 truenctt : ! "lor« : : 
· when "o• ! Y1ipt : center :--------------: tn Teraed : L91'1gth : --·------ --·-----··------···-·•! Wo. : llsx.1-.i• : 
nail• : : or : :Vened: einH or : : Per : &,tt o  of : : lo.a.d : 
wn·• ot or : 1ra.•ity:Dec:;red11: 11ir� :initial and : with- : inch Rat i o  : work 11.ttu : or :per iru;h : Ratio 
pulled : : below : ! tir:al •1.th- D/lt : to : : with- : D/11 
natl, !fendulum: aJti• : sn1leal drawn2 drawn : work before: 111li l s  : dr•wn3 





cond..1 t toning 
a ... ru 
................ _ .... ----· ---------................. ----... --- ------·---........ --. ---.. ---.... -.. --...... -----. --·---.. - - .. - . .. --· ........ -·----·----.. ------.. --.. ------.... -.... -.. -------------------.. --· ---------· .. --------.. --·---·-.. --................. -·--------........ ---· 
Per cent Lb•• lnchH Jnohea In, -lb1,- Pe:r c11nt I..bs. Per cent 
5-l-l R•&• 11.3 • e.•.29 17,45 40,l .2351 ,0477 :i; 58,8 4 u l'lia. 4 u.29 17.45 •0.1 .2351 o046j 61,9 105,3 4 67 98·3 
R ,2.5 • 6•.29 17,45 4Q,l .2351 .Ol(i3 :i; .20. 1  34.2 • 43 67.2 Ha.l! or •tto« n• eoaJr.ed 101 days n 4 u.29 17,45 40,l • 2351 ,Olel3 '2,8 113.4 �15-9 4 49 107,7 73,l before pulling nai le • 
5·1-2 R 12.2 4 u.2'J 1 7 .45 4<), l  .;2;51 .U449 :i; 55·•  4 52 4 <4,29 17.45 40.1 .2351 ,0433 57.2 103,3 4 69 1,5.5 
R 10.5 4 u.29 17,45 40.1 .2351 .009 :i} 55,4 ioo.o 4 117 225,5 Ha.l.! ot 1ttok lfH dried. 22ti d..,-1 • 64,.;;:9 17.45 40.l ,2351 .0436 57,5 \03.8 100. 5  4 u, 117.Q 211.c. betortt pulling na.11,. 
,-1-3 • 10.5 4 6•.29 17.4� 4U.� .�:,73 .u511 :i� 63.0 4 ii l> 4 64.29 17,45 40.3 .2373 •O!i5!· .. 6,6 74.0 4 107.7 
a 11.0 4 64,29 17.45 40 ,3 .2373 ·0406 :i; 5u ,a 79,4 4 92 12Ge0 Ha.lt or 1t icJr. wu 90aJr.ed 98 ds.1• then dried l> 4 64,29 17,45 •0.3 ··373 ,0391 51,4 102.7 110.3 4 99 100.0 117,8 127 da.1• before fulling na.1 11, 
,-�-l • 11,8 4 :::i� ri 
t:o,z :mg :i�;t l, 39 �:I • 82 l> 4 1 •• , 60 • .:! 1.32 115., 4 88 101.7 
61,6 4 u.29 1 ··� ,0.2 =��ra .Q4i9 1,39 t·• 40.t> 4 i� 1o8.r. ;�:l X..lr of at 1ok 'tila 1oaked 99 days � 4 fl4.29 1 ··� eo.2 .0440 1.32 7,4 lo8,l ,a.a 4 before pulling nai l111. 
,.3.2 R 10,1 4 64.c'9 '-'/•'-5 60.2 .50jU . 1052 1,39 84,9 • 94 
II 4 64.;9 17.•5 60,2 .5030 , lOG2 1.52 90,2 liJG.� 4 no 110,7 10.0 4 64.29 u::; 60,2 :;gro .0974 f:gi 78,< �2,6 4 C:02 214,5 Halt or et iot wae dried 254 da71 n 4 64.&!9 f.O,:? .0930 79·• 1011.! 6,3 • 2lti 101,4 19•·5 betor• pulling ftllila. 
5·3-3 a 10,9 • 64.29 17·•5 Eio.4 .50� , 1048 }:�! 84.6 4 108 n 4 u.29 17.,f GO.z , 5030 .10,,S 88,4 104,5 4 111 97,• 
R 12.5 4 64.29 17·•5 GO,Z , 5030 •07t;0 1,39 <1·3 72.4 4 126 ��::z Half of stick waa eoaked 98 · 4aYI then dri .. 4 64,29 17,•5 to • .:i . 50,0 ,0<98 1.32 59·� 96. 7  •7·1 • llel 89,l 12Ci day, before iullin& na.U• • 
5•5·1 ft 13,0 4 �4.29 17,45 7M ·7•9'1 ;�35 2.34 100.0 4 l.,., n - • 64,29 17,45 75•5 ·7•9• .3 ... 2,;?5 1Ai�� 107.3 • 142 100.6 • 4 64,29 17.45 7'i•5 , 7496 , 1714 2,!t' u:g 4 150 110.3 Halt of atict ••• seated 97 da.y1 D 4 64.29 17·"5 75•5 ,7496 , 1',46 2,25 77,l 93•9 4 196 125.7 137.5 before pullir11 nails, 
5-5-2 • u., • 64.,9 17,•5 75.1 ,7,i;,9 ,4051' ti5 �4,5 4 163 n 4 C4.29 17,45 75.1 ·7429 ·3i0l  .., 91.3 4 195 114,9 R 12,l • 64.29 u::; r· l ,7429 :;i� tn i��:i i1.2 • 242 146.Ci Balt or 1ttclr: .. as 4rhd 223 tlay, II 4 64.29 5 . 1  ,7429 109.0 5,0 4 275 109.� u1.1 beton pullJng nai la. 
5+3 • 12,7 4 64,29 17,45 75,1 ·7429 ·3262 2,}4 156,4 • 133 
D 4 ts•.29 17,45 75,1 ,7429 •3560 2,25 177.s 113.5 • 140 101,3 • 14.2 • 154 .• 29 17,45 75,1 , 7429 ,2532 2,34 uo.� 70,8 4 lf7 125.7 Half of atiolr: wu soaked 97 day, thett dried 
D • U,29 17.•5 75,1 ,7429 .235, 2.25 ll7·5 106.l 66,2 4 177 101,B 12ti.4 126 day, betcr1 pul l:ln,: naua • 
Pote: EH eheet 2 tor tootrtotee. 
u.,t. l'lmtARfD"f M AGRtCU?.TURI 
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it;� c� • .:t8 20,29 
98,77 � L , .!':) 
98,77 22.2e ,S , 77 22 . 2.s 
98,77 22.28 
9$ ,77 .::c· ,;a 
9"; , 77 22.213 
9e .11 22.28 
J!!·77 n.2s 
75.0 . ;'1\-!.2 , 1973 
75.0 , 7412 .c:270 7r:..o ,?4)2 :mi 75 .0 , ', .. l(' 
75 ,v .7.1.t2 • .2;01 
75,0 • '.'412 .275� 
75,0 .7.1.1..: , l �75 
75.0 . 7-112 .)29') 
'i,,u . ,  .. 1� ,270( 
75,0 ,741: :��i! 75.0 .7�  l� 
75,0 . 7,12 • 1e 
7 
ln.;:l, t< i  Ir,. ·lb:h P!.!r ,:�nt 
� -7�· 1::: � . t  4 
c . e 5  138.5 1:'.'!.l 4 
2.79 123.6 79.,4 • 
?,05 1;.:  . •  1 .i.ut::,n •9·5 • 
� .. 79 ��I:� 4 2.,;5 110,:? • 
2. 79 1£4,4 t..0,C) 4 
;:.�. '5� 107, 9 1(,8 117.2 4 
.. i9 21.),4  4 
2 ,t;5 C:<'.0,0 10,J.S 4 
2,79 14'\,f) t>7,8 4 ; , es 140,0 9f: , ]  t l.� 4 
--------·-- -------·---.. ·--·· · ---------- ----
l.zM dl!"feren..:e in Yereed elnn or 1"1t1al anJ fU!ll anglu multlpli.-1 bf the diet&nce or 











2The len1th ..-1thc1r11.w:1 is ta.k�n !:l• the tv.11 len&:th incl.;.J.lni J,oin t ,  :r.ina• t•o-thir<it tbe len1lb. of tht na.11 point ,  
3Length withd.ra.,;m e a..ae  a. u  C o l �  J.O . 
4the rirat .1111H or t he etick nu.•b!:.t ie the uri•• · m.111ber and rereu to th• epeci.es. t.b ::  ••c:ona dliit le tbe lot number •n
d 
rater• to the nail elz.e, CL.'11 the third "1S:ll i• the ottl"k number 1nd re!'era ,:. a  �he t rn.tm,
nt to whinh one•half' or at.1.ok 
••• 11.1.bJeoted before nai h wer• pw.lled. 
Otle•h .. lt or •t toke who•• ni.u11.bara ar1J. with 
i'l 8' 5 3 M  gl !f;t:!a!!���· b!�!!�"��llln". 
(3} ,.uab1, t�an air ah.aond 'btfo u  i,-ull1."i• 









V.f, 4  
Ratio of : 
l oad eifter : 
t o  
lti�d befcre: 
!:ond it l ::ninv.: 




89,l a.c. s 
Rt:•:.:t.rka 
Hal! of at ick waa c1Uei! 326 - do:re 
before J>Ulling na.1 la • 
Holf or tstick 'lfats 1r1ed 329 do.:,a' 
h�ror, ruU.Jr.� Ni le. 
Half' of' et 1Ck ·n.11 1oalted 95' daye th�" 4rhd 
129 da:,e l:>,rore �uLlt.1'18 nl\ils • 
·-- --------------- -� � ··--
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Talll• <•••-fl111c"...l• " .. , • ••t• • O de• erllln• eoJ'k JOI a,"111�,l- t't'<';&l•t &�1 <fi U.CPhl•.-gUll.e4 fla.J, h fTOa ffe.ft9tl.1.t;'"',tft. \efor. ·;;;;. .. n-;-;.;;.m;;r,;.• ----•c:..i=, 1.,. _ __ _ 
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9
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t of •tick : : . :Di•ta,.oe : lnitia.l a?'lgl• : Ditruenoe : : l'urk : : 
Ctri4 : wb.en : "o• : Weight : Cellter : ·--··········-: ln Tened : Lerigt.b : .............................. ....... . •o. : Jla.X111Um : : Rat io of : 
: nail• : : : us" : :Vueed: •inH or : : lu : : bt.iQ of : : }c11d : : lo.d al\u : 
or : ••r• : or : or : a:r•Tityrnegrees: dn• :initial •nd : wit.h .. : in.ch : &:atio : "erk art er : or :..,er inch : &at .iu : to : : siulled: ! ! ! belCIW' : I rtnal : , : •1th• : It/It ! :.c : .: with• : D{R : load b•tore: 
18 
R.-rb 
Mil : : 11&1 1 •  :s,endulu•: ui• : anglul : drawni : drawn : ! •orlr before: r.a1h : dra,n,3 : : i:cndit Sonins:: 
......... ............................ . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .  t ....... . ... 
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11 W'S'I f#.. 
1rhe dU't.r••o• 1• THH4 •11,.•• or 1ait1•l e.n4. naal ane:h• au.ltiplhd. bf t.be diet&iu;1e or · 
o�nt.r. of paTitY' below uia equah the nrt1oM drop or the urit.er ot &rnih of p•.SW.ila. 
./ 
2irM leaath withdrawn 11 ·tak•1!- aa the ru.11 lPsth tf th C ! u01U.din1 �J.nt, aita\Ae t.•o·thtrh th• l••ltA or tbit -11 point. 
5i..�ll wi thdra.fll ,....; •• Coll>JUl 10. 
'Tu ·r1r9t t111it Of( the •t1ok n'llabH' h th• .. riH nuati.r aad ut,n to l.h• •sieoiH, tho Hooalil . dll1' 
·1, tbe lot n\mber and 
rer.n to the · Mil-'eiH, u1 �· third di.CJ• it th• et11:1t nuab.r and nren to t.ll• trHt•M to •1u oa•-.ba.lt ot •U•Jr 
... ,u�t.oted MfN't D&ila. ••re palled, 
Dlle-b&lt of at ioltt 11boH ni.,.abUe ••4 w.U.h 
(l) 10Aad be tore pull bl, 
f�J :!!lt:r,•:::: �!0!!.!:!�at;tore P'lliDI· 
r!Mt tr .. tMnU ••r• ,tmlar-. t_w -� an• Mii u, .. ,., ..,erhr.J .•  
·KAlt ot tt.1.alt ••• toa.bd 92 d•y• 
bdore 1o1.1llin; . "J'l&Ue • 
·Ralf o! 11tick wa• dried 217 daye 
b•for• pl.lllina: na.1 1�· 
HAlr of' •ttolt w.i.i, ec;�lred 91 day• th.., dried 
127 do.ye betcu ;ullina nai li,. 
Halt of •U olt •ae 3°'1.k� 92 d'ar• 
b•fore pu.llin1, r1ai bt 
Halt or atict .. , dried 216 d•Y• 
b.lfore p..illinr n..ib, 
Kalt or ,uot ne eoa.ted 90 day• theft dri9d 
127 daY• htore pulling "aih. 
Kalt cir eticlt ... eoabd e9 .day, 
beron J>U.:l.lin1 n�l•• 
Halt ot eti_Ok .. a dried. 215" data 
beton tiu.Uing nail�· 
Kalt Or •tiot •• •o..ked B9 dar9 'th.n dried 
2,1 da7a beron ·fl.Illini naib. 
11a1r ot ttic:Jr ••• •oak•d 88 day• 
bet ore pul1Jn1 na.11• • 
Halt of ,rt ick ... dried 21e 4•7• 
betor• JJU.llina naUa, 
Halt or eUck ,,., �•kid 86 iJ.•1• iben dried 
2,1 da.ye befCll'I p.illin; naihe 
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DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING STICK ONAILS DRIVEN IIIALL NUMIIER Df' M.OWS O IMIIEDIAT£LY AFTER DRIVING NO. .NAILi DRIVIII LAIISE NUMBER Df' LlliNT .AFTER CONDITIONINli BLOWS 
STATIC PULLING O IMMEDIATELY AFTER DRIYINC, -AFTER CDNDITIDNINli 
r1u�:i:• • ·UwMJ•• l •i• l·i· ·1· · ·1··· 1 · n·•il·•· ·1· · · ·1· :'ld:11· · ··1· · · ·1 · ;�1:• •I ; •J··•l• ·•·l· · ·.1 .• 1. · · ·1· TTTT.TTTTTFFrl ·· ,
--
1· 1·-rT£II•FT· r--rrr·1·r · ·i · · · 1T h,:l,::ld· ·k·I· · ... . . . ;; . . . . • ,,; .. . . , . . �·<·:, , , , . , : , , , . . . , . .  >·= .. . . . .;,-:,. �- ·� � . .  � c  • .  , ··· -� .  • . --: ••• :··· · • · "� ·· ·  :· :• <1· ·: · · ·· · �: · : · · · , · · · · ,  ; ,. ; ; ; ; ; .. . . 11 1ffl� ·rr1 · ·JmFffi�I 1T1r ITlµ..µI l l rr1 f + r· · ·rt• · · • f' F<l' · · t· · +· · ·ill·· ... . t·-1·· ·i---1-F· •·B··· •r 7ffiF 1· ·1·· ·�· · · · 1· ·· · · ·1 i ., '1 ' -· . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ,, . . . . . . . ,, . • .  , .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . " " ,,, . • : ·: ·c:: . .. , . , ., " " . . . . . . . .  ,. . .  . . . . . " . . . . . . . .  . . . . .. . . .. . . ·:" � � ": · " :::· _, . . . . .. . .. . · : · ·  . . . . . .  . . . . . . .. . . . .  · ·J __ • • 
mr•mnr:ur�m1•u ·•r•••1 · ·•1 ·.•1 ·:·1r· ·1·. ·1:m1• . .1·· •1uw11+tfl4+!::FI�1-•P- l+F1 �1 · rrr-R1-?r=hF-l··.·l-·F+··r·FHilr •1-- 1 ··i· · · ·'- · ·1 · · · ·1· · · ·1· · · ·1· · · ·1 · · ·1· · · ·1 1 · ·1·· · ·1· · · ·1· · · ·1· · · ·1· · · ·1 · · ·1· · · ·1· · · ·1· · ·1· · ·1· · · ·1· · · ·1· · ·1 · · ·1· · · 1 '88 +- 1·+-f-l·f •·J·· · ·I· ·1�L.1:LrL 1 · · · ·l· · · · ' · ·J "· ··ILi l� - i"· 1 -i. Ll- f t .I rl -' . 1 · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •  • , • ; • · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·:1 · , ·· · · · · · · · · · · · • • • · · · · · · · · · · . I 1 · 1 1 · 1 1 r- : ·  1 , 1 t . .LtJ .. , , m•··cru•• ·1. -•1 ·•••1•• ·•1•·••1·•·•1· · ·•1 · · ·1·•·•1•· ·•1•·:•1• ·•1•·••1•••·1:•••1•·· ·l•+--F+3++{-l···LJ·· ·H---H··�·· -H�·rJJ - ,·1·-···t++-1- ++ -L.� . .... . .r= ,--. . ,. · .1-ff-1 ••1· ··1·· · ·1· · ·1·•••1·· 1 · · · 1·· ·1·•· 1•• ;1· · ·1· ··1 · ··:1•·· ·1••++·+ .:. • ·l · ·t · ·Fr-l· · · ·i· · ·l·\.f-Fl·�·[ · · •-..i.J ..  1.... 1 .. . I•·• ·l• ·••l·•·•1 ·.·•l•·:·1• . • 1••·•l••.l• • l•• • !•• •i• · • 1 · ·fl·+f- · l ·+-·F1 · · I· · · � · - -\• -- -�· ·! - !-· ·· , .  
I . . , . · · 1 · ·1·· - 1 · ·l· · ··.·.1 ., .•. ' ] -. I ; . - , - - · · · - · · · · · ·  : : 
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· · I · · . . 
" I I I 
�j �m1 �1 1 1 1 1 1: 1 1t1;1�_e-n11 t11t1n:1 ·. ·1 1nm•1 it : 1 · . t+t�� 
� 1 1Jn1 1 1 1:1 1 1r1�t1 ! 1 ,rL1<1 · · · • · · • ·•· . •
. , . , 
· . .  /{ :. : ;: :: : : :[Ci-i+ >: . i H.I j 1 · .
· 1 · 1 1 1 · · i+�-, I 
I 1.\\1;\ Fl I \ \ YI 1 1 FfFffl 1 ·� 1 1=1 1 · ·· � · . .. · - · · . . : · :· : : " '  - · . - : : C : : -· : " : : · - : : : : , : : : · : : : : : : :: . : : ; :------:-- ·:-:;·- --, · ·- · . • :. : ___:. : 
e I .J t [£J \ \±fEfEf[bffHT-k . l I I I • I Tf--i-+�t-t·-'-t-----;----1 
l l ·U I I I F! l i llltfl!tfttl1t ULl ,J.·•• l••· ..l.• H-++ . .. lJ 1 ..• , · ·1 w �+ I . . !. L I J r I JJ • I + i J I U-1--c�+l--l=-f=J-+--P� �+-TTTI r--t1-+-+·•l••l:• ·1• ···1• ·••l••:•1 ··• ·1••· ·•1•• •l• ·•1 · • ·1• • •l••••l••• •F-H-hj +-H--lH�H-R=Fll1- �I···· 0 20 ID 100 D/11 Plll c«NT 140 0 2D 80 100 DIR PIR CENT 140 0 1 . 1 1 + r•. ; 1  rl ti �-i I ID ID IOO 140 1BD DIR PER Cl:NT 
FIG. 1 -RtLATIVI WORK IN DRIVINli AND PULLIN& AGULAR ANO DIAIICIND POIIITtO NAILi-ORY DOUliLAS F'IR 
llm O•OIAIIOND POINT. R•RHULAR POINT. THE F'IIIIT DHIIT OF' THE ITICK NUMIER IS THE 11:Rltl NUMIIII AIIO RtF'tRI TO THE SPICIU. THE SECOND OllilT II THE LDT NUMKR ANO RIF'ERI TO THE NAIL SIZE. Tift TNIIIO DllilT II THE STICK IIUMHR ANO RtF'tRI TO THE TIIUTIIENT TO WHICH ONE-HALF' OF THE STICK WAS SUBJECTED ltFOR[ NAILS WOE PULLED. Ollt-HALF IW ST CKI WNOSI NU.US END WITH 1- SOAKED BtF'OIIE PULLIN& 2-AIR IEAlotltD BEFDIIE PULLIN& J g' \  2 l,t f'\ 3-IOAKED. THEN AIR SEASONED BtF'ORI PULLING THE TIIEATMENTS WUt sm,LAR FOR BOTH &REIN ANO DRY MATERIAL 
�.s .  T.lEPART�E""l' O::' AGRICULT'JfiF 
?on:rcr;r SEhVIG!' 
FORF.Sr PRODUCT s r ..AP.Ort-'i' Vrt '­
IU..IH SO•, 'f.lSCOVSI" ]( 
'"'.:-,V':tmber ;,,5 ,  l'-J2l. jJ .£-.,,; 1�,."" 
DRIVING 
STICIC ONAILI IIIIIVEII IIIALL IIUIIIIII or BLOWS 
IIO. .IIAILI DIIIYEII LAlltlE 11111110 Of' Ll8HT 
BLOW$ 
PENDULUM PULLING 
O IMIIEOIATELY AFTER DAIVINII 
• AFTER COIIDITIOlllllll 
STATIC PULLING 
D IIIIIEDIATELY AFTER DRIVINCi 
•AFTER CDNDITIDIIINfl 
'ffi!BID��i:f: w � l'l l 'l' l l� I-I TTl ' �TTIT ITT I Imm ''.'. " · ·  .. · .·diU ' '[' :, : ; ;y  : ;  1 7:: :, : i i  � -. b  r r: 1 l�T· . : : :!: ; ; .  � '. I; : 1  : ;  : : ![" I ,trnirmtJi!!rnffl!!l!mmt ., . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . L. = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £ 1 · 
':1mm�m::w;lliffM:[U:�$(;:10�fJl!Wl�'!:!\1lmll\:;JTI; lffiffi •:1·.·[filHffiH£ff±HttH- H·H=+.·•l ·'•l '•·1 · •• 1 •• • , •••• , •• . , ••• . 1·•f!-r 1 · · , , 
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D/11 PEii CENT Diii PEii CENT DIR PEii CINT 
FIG.2 -lltLATIVE WOIIK II DAIVIIIII AND PULLIN RmULAR AND DIAIICIND POINTED IIAILl-ill!Y DOUIILAS FIR 
llm D•DIAMDIID POINT. R•IIHULAII POINT. THE r1111T DIIIIT or THE STICK IIUMIER II 
THE IERIII NUMIEII AND IIEFEIII TO THE SPICld. THE SECOND DIIIIT II THE LOT 
1111111111 AND IIIFIIIS TO THE NAIL SIZE. THE TK•o llffilT II THE STICK NUmHII 
AND KrEIIS TO THE TREATIIDIT TO WHICH ONE-HALF OF THE STICK WAI SUBJECTED 
IEFORE NAILS WERE PULLED. Diii-HALF OF IT CKI WHOSE IIUMIIEIIS END WiTH 
1- SOAKED 1Er01tE PULLIIII 
2-AIII IEAIONED �RE PULLIIIII 
3-IOAKED. THEii All! SEAIOIIED BEFOIIE PULLIIIII 1« 1 1'\ M THE TRIATMEIITS WERE IIMILAII FDR BOTH HUN AND DIIY MATERIAL 
U.S, DBPARl'lLl"T OF AGRICULTURI' 
J'OU:lr SIR VI CS 
ii'OREST PROl)UCTS LAEORA1' 0ill 
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DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING STATIC PULLING 
STICK O NAILI DRIVEN HALL NUMKII OF BLOWS O IMIIEOIATELY AFnR DRIVING 
NQ. .NAIU DRIVEN LAINII: NUIIIER Of' Ll&HT •AFTER CONOITIOIIINli 
O IMMHIATELY AFTER OAIVING 
•AFTER CONOITIONING 
BLOWS 
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D,R PER CHT 
Fii. 3 -IIILATIVI WORK .. DIIMNli ANO PULLING 1118ULAII AND DIAIICIND POINTED NAILi-GAHN DOUGLAS Fiii 
llllii D•DWIOIID POINT. lt•RHULAlt POINT. THI FlltlT DIGIT OF THI STICK NUMIEII II 
THI 1£11111 NU.llllt AND IIErtlll TO THI SPrCIU. THI SICOND DMIIT II THE LOT 
NUMlllt AND ltlrtlll TO THE NAIL IIZI. THI TNIIID OIGIT II THE STICK NUIIBEII 
AND IIIFEIII TO Tltl TR�TMENT TO WIIICII ONE-HALF OF THI STICK WAI IUIJECTI:D 
•Fllllt NAILS WEiii PULLIO. ONE-HALF OF IT CU WHOSE NU.US IND WITH 
1 8'  I l t M I- SOAKED IEFOIII PULLIN 
2-AJII ILUDIIED IIFOIII PULLINI 
1-ICW<ED, THEN AIII SEASONED IEFOIII PULLING 
THI TIIIATMDITS WEiii IIMILAII FOii BOTH HUN AND DIIY MAnRIAL 
U.S. nBPARrlll"T OF AGRICULTUR1' 
JPOlilEllT SIIWIClr 
FOREST PRODUCTS LAEORAl' Orl i 
MAilISO", YIBCO!'SIV ,- � 
'l"'ove,a.'ber 23 ,  192:t. fi £>,..;. ,--•" 
DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING 
STICIC ONAILS DRIVEN NALL NUMIER OF BLOWS O IMMIDIATELY A,TER. DRIVINlii 
NO. .NAILS DRIVEN LARR NIIIIBER OF LlliHT -AFTER CONDITIONIN& 
BLOWS 
STATIC PULLING 
D IMMEDIAT£LY MYER DRIVING 
•AFTER CONDITIONINS 
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Diii PER CINT 
,11i.4 -RELATIVE WOIIK IN DIIIVIN& AND PULLING REGULAR AND DIAIIOND POINTED NAILS-GREEN DOUGLAS Fiii 
Im D•DIAMOND POINT. R•RHULAR POINT. THE FIRST Dl&IT o, THE STICK NUMIIER IS 
THE SERIES NUMBER AND REFERS TO THE SPECIES. THE SECOND Dl&IT IS THE LOT 
NUMHR AND IIEFlRS TO THE NAIL SIZE. THE THIRD DIGIT IS THE STICK NUMBER 
AND REFERS TO THE TREATMENT TO WHICH ONE-NAL, 0, THE STICK WAS SUBJECTED 
lt:FURE NAILS WIRE PULLED. 0111-HALF OF ST CKS WHOSE NUMIERS DID WITH 
1- SOAKED IE,OIIE PULLIN& 
2-AIR IEASONED 11,DIIE PULLIN& 
I &' n.2-M 3-SCIAICED, THEN AIII SIASONED BEFORE PULLING 
THE TREATMENTS WIRE SIMILAR ,OR BOTH HEIN AND PRY MATERIAL 
U.S.  nEPARTff'T OF AGRICULT'JRF 
JOitEST SiRIJICJ: 
FORF.sT PRODUCTS LAP.OfiAI' Vrd 
lU.IllSOll:r , 1r1scovs1n , � 
'll"ovtsra'ber 23,  1922. )J. £.,,.� 
, .. ,If 
DRIVING 
STICK ONAILS DRIVEN SMALL NUMBER OF BLOWS 
NO. •NAILi DRIVEN LARGE NUMBER OF LIGHT 
BLOWS 
PENDULUM PULLING 
O IMMEDIATELY AFT£A DRIVING 
-AFTER CONDITIONING 
STATIC PULLING 
D IMMEDIATELY AFTER DRIVING 
•AFTER CONDITIONING 
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DIR PER CENT DIR PER CEJIT DIA P£R CENT 
FIG.I -RELATIVE WORK IN DRIVING AND PULLING AGULAR AND DIAMOND POINTED NAILi-GAHN DOU&LAS FIR 
llllII D•DIAMOND POINT. R•Rl&ULAR POINT. THE FIRST Dl&IT OF THE STICK NUMBER IS 
THE St:AIIS NUMBER AND REFERS TO THE SPECIES. THE SECOND DIGIT IS THE LOT 
NU•BER AND REFIRI TD THE NAIL SIZE. Tiit THIRD Dl&IT IS THE STICK Ml*BER 
AND Rt:FIRI TD THI TREATMENT TD WHICH ONE-HALF OF THE STICK WAS SUBJECTED 
BEFORE NAILi WIRE PULLED. ONE-HALF OF IT CKI WHOSE NUMBERS END WITH 
1- SOAKED BEFORE PULLING 
2-AIR IEAIONED BEFORE PULLING 
l S I 2 3 M 3-IOAKID. THEii AIR SEAIOIIED BEFORE PULLIN& 
THE TREATIWITS · WERE SIMILAR FOR BOTH GRUN AND DRY •AnRtAL 
:J .s.  PEPAH'r �fi''1T 07 AURICULT'Jfi.F 
?OKF:::rl' SEIIV1GF 
FORF.Sf PROI.'UC'!' S J�AP.01":Ai Un! 
Ml� I�C.� . WISCQ"'TSI'! � �  
'y"Y"wber � ) .  l':).i:'.4'! . ;3.Z:..,,:'° 
1-'lf 
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DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING 
STICK ONAILS DRIYH IIIALL NU.KR OF BLOWS 0 1••EDIATELY AFTER DRIVING 
NO. .NAILi DRIVEN LAIIIE NUHER OF LIIHT .AF'TER CONDITIDNIN& 
BLOWS 
STATIC PULLING 
D IMMEOIATELY AFTER DRIVING 
-AFTER CONDITIONING 
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Fiii.i -RELATIVE WORK IN DRIYINli AND PULLING IIIEliULAR AND DIAIICIIII POINTED NAILi-DRY YELLOW BIRCH 
GU D•DIAHND POINT. R•REGULAR POINT. THE F'IRIT DIGIT OF' THE STICK NUMHR IS 
THE SERIES NVHER AND RIEF'IERS TO THE SHCIU. THI SICOIID DllilT II THE LOT 
NU .. R AND REF'IRI TO THE NAIL IIZE. THI THIRD DllilT II THIE STICK NUMHR 
AND RIF'ERI TO THE TREATMENT TO WHICH ONE-HALF' OF THE STICK WAI SUBJECTED 
BEF'ORE NAILi WERE PULLED. Diii-HALF' OF' IT CICS WHOSE NUIIIIIIIS END WITH 
1- SOAKED BIF'ORE PULLING 
2-AIR SEASONED BUORE PULLIN& 
18' \I 5·M 3-IOAKID. THEN AIR SIEAIONIED HF'ORE PULLIN& 
THE TREAT.ENT$ WERE SIMILAR F'OR BOTH &RUN AND DRY MATERIAL 
u . s .  nEPART�r'T 07 .AGRICULT'Jfi.F 
FQt;.gS'l' SERVIG'I 
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DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING STATIC PULLING 
STICK ONAILS DRIVEN IIIALL NUUIR OF BLOWS O 1•11tD1ATELY AFTER DRIVING 
NO, .NAILi DRIVEN LAIIGE NU.BER OF LIGHT -AFTER CONDITIONING 
D IMll£DIATELY AFTER DRIVING 
• AFTER CONDmONING 
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FIG, 7 -RELATIVE 1111111( 11 INIMIMi AIID PULLINS IIElillLAII ANO OWIONO POINTED NAILS-OIIY YELLOW BIRCN 
llm O•DIAMONO POINT, R•REIULAR POINT, THE FIIIIT DIGIT OF THE STICK NU•HR IS 
TNE SERIES NU.BU &110 REFERS TO THE SPECIU, THE SECOND DIGIT IS TNE LOT 
NU.BEii AND REFERS TO THE NAIL SIZE, THE THIRD DIGIT IS THE STICK N.,.BER 
ANO REFERS TO THE TR£ATMEIIT TO WHICH DNE-HALF DF THE STICK WAS SUIJECTEO 
BEFORE NAILS WERE PULLED, ONE-NALF OF ST CKS WHOSE NHIIEIII ENO WITH 
I- SOAKED BEFORE PULLINli 
2-AIR IEAIONEO BEFOIIE PULLING 
g 3-SQAICEO. THEN AIR SEASONED BEFORE PULLING I 11 2 M THE TREAT•ENTS WUE s•LAR FOR BOTH liRUII ANO OIIY IIATEIIIAL 
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DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING STICK ONAILI ORIVIN IIIALL NUIIIER OF ILOWS O 1••EDIATILY AFTER DRIVING NO. .IWLI OIIIYIII LARK IIUIIBD OF LIIHT •AFTER CCNIOITIOIIINI BLOWS 
STATIC PULLING 0 1••EOIATELY AfTER DRIVING -AFTER CCNIOITIONlll8 
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FIG.I -RELATIVE WOIIK II ORIYIIIS ANO PULLING IIISULAII ANO OIUGND POINTED NAILI- HIUI YILLOW BIRCH 
ll!III O•OIA•ONO POINT. R•RHULAR POINT. THE FIRIT DIGIT OF THI STICK NU .. ER II TIIE SERIES NU.BEit ANO IIIFIRI TO THI SPICIIS. THE SICONO OIIIIT II TNE LOT Nu•nR ANO RtFIERI TO THI NAIL SIZE. THE THIRD DIGIT IS THI STICK NUIIBER ANO REFERS TO THE TIIUJllllff TO WHICH ONI-NALF OF THI STICK WAS SUBJECTED nFORt NAILi WIRE PULLED. ONE-HALF OF ST CU WHOSI NU.BERS IND WITH I- SOAKED BEFOllt: PVLLINI 2-AIR SEASONED BEFORE PULLING 
I ll J-ICIAKIO. THEN AIR SIASONED BIFOIIE PULLING 'i l M THI TREAT•UITS WIIII SI .. LAR FOR BOTH HUN AND ORY .,.TERIAL 
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DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING 
STICK ONAILS DRIVEN SMALL NUMBlll OF BLOWS O IMMEDIATELY AFTER DRIVINII 
NO. .NAILS DIIIVEll LAICE NUMIU or LIGHT .AFTER CDNDITIDNIIHI 
BLOWS 
STATIC PULLING 
DIMMEDIATELY AFTER DRIVING 
-AFTER CONDITION ... 
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FIIU -RELATIVE WORK IN DRIVINI AND PULLIN& IIIEIULAR AND DIAIIDND POINTED NAILS- HEIN YELLOW BIRCH 
Gii D•DIAMDND POINT. R•IIIIULAR POINT. TNE FIRIT DIIIT OF THE STICK NUMIER II 
THE SERIES NUMltR AND REFERS TO THE SPECIES. THE SECOND DIIIT IS THE LDT 
NU.IEII AND REFERS TD THE NAIL SIZE. THI: THIRD DIIIT IS THIE STICK NUMBER 
AND REFERS TD TNE TREATIIENT TD WHICH DIIE-NALF or THI fflCK WAS IUIIJECTED 
IEFDRE NAILS WERE PULLED. ONE-HALF OF ST CKI WHOSE NUMBERS END WITN 
1- SOAKED IEFDIIE PULLING 
2-AIII IEAIDNED IEFDIIE PULLIN& 
3-SGAICED. THEN AIR SEASONED BEFORE PULLIN& 
I 'l I Io M THE TRIATIWITS WIRE SIMILAII FOR IDTN HUN AND DIIY IIATERIAL 
U.S.  nlCPAIU U''T OF AGRICULTURF 
l'OfiX3'1' SERVlCZ 
FOREST PRODUCT S LAEORAI' u• l 
JU.I\lSO"' , YlSCO"'SI'' . }( 
l"oVOJrllber 2 ,3 ,  1,;22. ;j.£·,.,� , .. ,If 
DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING 
STICK DNAILI DRIVEN IIIALL NUIIBlR OF BLOWS O IMIIEDIAT£LY AFTER DRIVING 
NO. .NAILS DRIVEN LANE NUIIBER OF LlllHT -AFTER CONDITIONIH 
BLOWS 
STATIC PULLING 
O IHEDIAT£LY AFTER DRIVING ••nu CONDITIONING 
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Flli.10-RELATIVE WOIIK IN DRIVINll AND PULLINll IIISUI.Alt AND DIAIIOND POINTED NAILi-DRY WHITE PINE 
llllii D•DIAMOND POINT. R•RHULAR NINT. THI FIRST DIGIT OF THE STICK NU.KR IS 
THE SERIES NUMBIR AND IIEFERI TO THE SPICIU. THI SICOND DllllT IS THI LOT 
NUMBIR AND REFIRI TO THE NAIL SIZE. THt THIRD DIGIT IS THE STICK -Biii 
. AND IIEFERI TO THE TREATMENT TO WHICH ONI-HALF OF THI STICK WAI SUBJECTED 
BEFDRE NAILS WERE PULLED. ONE-HALF OF IT CKI WHOSE NUIIBERS END WITH 
I- SOAKED BIFDRE PULLINll 
2-AIR SEASONED BEFORE PULLINll 
3-IOAKID, THEN AIII SEAIOIIED BEFOIIE PULLINll 
I z I I I M THI TMATIKNTS WIIIE IUIILAR FOR BOTH GRUN AIID 1111'( UTIIIIAL 
U. s. DIPARl:D"'r OF AGRICULT'Jn� 
JORIST SEfiVICJ: 
JORl:ST PRODUCTS LAE08A1' 0>li 
1U.I>IS0", 'flSCO'.l'SIV ,- � 
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DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING STICK ONAILS DRIYIN IMALL NUMBER OF ILCIWS D IMMEDIATELY AFTER DAIVIH ND, .NAILi DRIYEII LAIIII NUMBER OF LIIIHT • AFTER CDNDITIOIIINII BLOWS 
STATIC PULLING D •••EDIATELY AFTER DRIVING • AFTER CONDITIDNIIIII 
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FIG, II -REL.ATM W1111K II DIIMNII AND PULLIN& AGULAR AND DIAIIOND POINTED NAILI- DlrY WHITE PINE 
lllII D•DIA.DND POINT, R•REIULAR POINT, THE FHIIT DIIIIT OF THI ITICK NUMIER IS THE SEAIEI NU•NR AND REFERS TO THI PICIES, THE SECGND DNalT IS THE LDT NU.BIA AND REFEAI TD THE NAIL IIZE. THE THIRD DIGIT II Tiii: STICK NUMBER AND REFERS TD THE TREATIIENT TD WHICH ONE-HALF Dr THI STICK WAS SUBJECTED BEFORE NAILS WEiii PIIUED. DNI-HALF OF IT CKI WHOSE NUMBEIIS END WITH I- SOAKED BEFORE PULLING 2-AIR IEASDNED BEFORE PULLING I g I 1 'i M 3-IOAICED. THEN AIR SEAIDNED BEFDflE PULLIN& THE TRIATIIIJITS WEH IIMILAII FOii 811111 UIIII AND DAY •ATERIAL 
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DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING STATIC PULLING STICK ONAILS DRIVEN HALL NUMIEII DF ILDWS NO. •NAILi DRIVEN LANE NUMIEII DF LIIHT BLDWS 
O IMMEDIATELY AFTER DAIVINI •AFTER CONDITIONIIHi D IMMEDIATELY AFTER DRIVING • A"EA CDNDCTIDNIN8 
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Fiii, 12 -IIELATIVE WDIIK IN DIIIVINII AND PUUINI IIIIIULAII AND DWIOND PDINTED NAILi- UEIN WHITI PINE 
Gii D•DIAMDIID PDINT. ll•KIIULAII POINT, THI FIRST DIIIIT OF THE STICK NUUEJI II THE SEIIIEI NUMBEII AND IIEFEIII TD THE Sl'ECIEI. THE SICDND DIIIIT II THE LDT NUMIEII AND REFERS TO THE NAIL SIZE. THE THIIID DIIIT IS THE STICK NUMBEII AND IIEFEIII TO THE TIIEATMENT TO WHICH DNE-HALF DF THE STICK WAI SUBJECTED Btf'llllt NAILi WERE PULLED. 11111-HALF DF IT CKI WHDSI NUmEIIS PD WITH 1- SDAKED BEFDIIE PULLIN& 2-AIII IEAIDNED 11:FDRE PULLIN& I i  1 '1. o M 3-IDAKED, THEN AIR SIAIDNED IEFDIIE PULLINli THI TIIEATlll#TS Wiii ... I.Alt FDII 80nl um AIID INIY UTElltAL 
U.8, DIPARflll"T OF AGRICULTUR7 
JORIST SERVICJ: 
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DRIVING PENDULUM PULLING STATIC PULLING 
S11C1C ONAILS DRM:N HALL NUIIIUI or BLOWS O 1•nD1ATELY ArTER DAIVINS 
NO. .NAILi ORIVEN LARGE NUHER 0, LlliHT .AFTER CONDITIONING 
D 1••EDIATELY AFTER DRIVINli 
•AFTER CONDITIONING 
BLOWS 
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B D R 
8d 
Lee;end : 
D = Checkered head and diamond point 
R = Regular head and point 
B = Barbed nail with regular head 
and point 
Fig. 11- Types and sl :es of nails studied 
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FOREST SEP.VICE '1 FOREST I'RODUCT
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F,'I, 18 ,... Pe ndulum Machine Arran :ed for De termi ni ng 
Work Abe orb ed in Dri v ine Hai ls 
F •j· /� - Pendulum Un.chine Arranged for De termi ninr, 
VlorJ: Abs or1ed  i :i Pullinr. Nai ls 
-,.I 
I IS 12M 
Fig . 20 . --View of both side s  �f re d fi r planks dri ven �l of lOd 
nails by carpenter No . 1 ,  
l � regu lar head nnd poi nt . 2 • checke red  head and di amond 
point . 
//573/\A. 
Fig . 21 . --View of both s ides  of re d fir planks dri ven :run of lOd 
nails by carpenter No . 2 .  
1 • regular head and poin 
point . 
2 = che ckere d head and diamond 
ll 'f- 6 1, M  
F i g .  22 . --Dry yellow b irch planks driven i'u.11 o f  Sd nails b y  carpenter 
No . 2 .  
1 .  re gular head and point. 
point . 
2 • che c ke red he ad and diamond. 
Jig. 11. --Tibraiion maohine , 
